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INTRODUCTION
The end objective of all kinds of reading programs is to develop

lifetime readers. Such persons will not only master and apply skills to
all kinds of reading situations, but also they will be able to be critical
thinkers and weigh carefully that with which authors challenge them.
They will bring more mature insights and will compare carefully their
own ideas and experiences with those confronting them on printed
pages. They will be sensitive to the nature and values of language and
the many styles authors develop to entice us into their worlds.

The good reader is active and creative. We have long since aban-
doned the concept that reading is a passive experience. Things happen
"within" that cause a reader's juices to flow at varying rates, and his
emotions spill over as he and the writer interact with the people, situa-
tions, concept.. shared between them. The reader needs that opportunity
to share his "printed" experiences, and he welcomes the privilege to
tell others- what he has learned about the new worlds unfurled before
him.

Because we believe these are new worlds confronting us, we, the
authors of this monograph, have chosen to share our personal biases,
or preferred reading experiences, with you. We have felt the impact
of "The Paperback Revolution," and it has freed us in a number of
ways.

1. We have learned to be more experimental. We now can try out
many more reading experiences on ourselves and our students. The
paperbacks are so accessible and inexpensive. What works this semester
may not work next time around. But at least now we can afford the
luxury of experimentation.

2. We can encourage more independent study. Students today can
develop their own personal libraries and nrke their own choices as
to what is important and what is most worthy of study.

3. The paperback makes it possible for more books to be tapped
in any course. We are no longer saddled with an expensive "hardback"
text. So much more is available - over 100,000 titles, - and our required
reading lists and bibliographies car? grow and be more up-to-date than
ever before. Paperbacks are published so quickly and are marketed so
conveniently.

4. We can now afford the luxury of reading in related disciplines.
Who can afford only to read "diagnostic and treatment" texts and not
recognize the important areas of communications, children's and adoles-
cent literature, psychology, sociology, curriculum and supervision,
among others?

The Publications Committee of the College Reading Association
deserves our sincere gratitmlp in encouraging this project. As editor
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1 have learned innh, and I al 11 most grateful to the many authors who
have worked with me on this monograph. We all share this common
bond: to do all that we can So that all may read more. We have recognized
the need to push back the barriers of our own limited horizons, and
share the wealth of experiences in fields so much a part of good reading
instruction. Ve hope Nve 111112 achieved this.

NI. IElillY WEISS
Distinguished Service
Professor of Communications
Jersey City State College
August :31, 1972
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CENSORSHIP THE RIGHT TO
READ WHAT

RICHARD KEMPER

Select a book or magazine, ranging from the Bible to Portnoy' Com-
Maint or Reader's Digest to Pfityboy; adopt a teaching- strategy, from
required reading lists to complete student options in the selection of
their reading lists to complete student options in the selection of' their
reading material; take a position concerning a specific' piece of writing,
from good to bad or valuable to worthless you are inviting censorship
efforts from someone, somewhere.

ThiS is the dilemma that teachers face in dealing with the issue
of censorship. They are faced with a double-bind situation in which
they are damned for making book selections and damned for not making
selections; damned for using controversial material in the classroom and
equally damned fin' perpetuating insipid, "irrelevant" literature.

Of course, censorship is far from being a new issue. Books have
been banned and burned over the centuries, and even Socrates got into
the act when he expressed fear of the printed word lest it fall into the
hands of those for whom it was not intended. But, perhaps today's teachers
face a greater challenge from the eflorts of censorship than ever befbre
because of the tremendous proli feration of printed material on the market,
the ever increasing concern of the public over what is happening in
education, the growing demands by students themselves for a voice
in decisions around what goes on in the schools, and the at least superficial
national goal of teaching every capable child to read before he leaves
school.

Compounding the problem of censorship for teachers is the fact
that no one seems to be capable of defining just what is obscene or
pornographic, and the concept of controversial appears to rest pretty
much in the minds of' individuals or small groups with particular biases
or vested interests. In addition, there exists little evidence concerning
the long term effects of any reading experience on the reader. There
is evidence, however, that indicates that many school children do not
learn to read using currently available materials, that they are "turned-
off" by the content of many literature programs, and that adults in America
are not known fir their prolific reading of what would be labled by
the traditionalists as "good" literature.

Most teachers, perhaps too many, are acutely aware of the incidents
that have grown out of' attempts to censor reading materials in the public
schools. Teachers have been threatened with dismissal or suspended
from their positions for requiring or even suggesting that their students
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read a controversial novel such as l)o H. or Soul on Ire. Court cases
have developed over the inclusion of current novels in the school library
or on required or even suggested reading lists. Tile censors' apparent
all -time favorite, The CY/cher in dic Rye, is still being banned; and,
of course, increasingly popularized in numerous schools throughout the
country. The dimensions of the censorship issue are clearly illustrated
in the etesictier On /Inc/ic/mil Freedom which presents countless
examples of attempted and frequently successful censorship efforts.
Looking through this publication one finds the censors primarily attack-
ing material dealing with sex zinc' violence, but even the MTH!, Reader
has come under attack in at least one community which found the publica-
tion objectionable for reasons of its OWII.

Controversial novels and magazines, however, are not the only
source of problems to the teacher. They also face a growing amount
of pressure from groups of the informed iind educated, a type of naive
anti-censor wbo criticize the teacher of "vapid" material such as l'ale
QITtro ('iI ics, Sihi Mob!, Dirk, etc. These anti-censors generally
proceed to generate a reading list which includes current, "now-
generation" material to replace the older selections - a practice which

undouhtedly result in their being labeled pro-censos within six
months to a year considering the rate at which current literature rises
and falls in popularity and "relevance.-

In the face of the censorship controversy, many teachers have turned
to the literature for suggestions around dealing with the problen1. Unfor-
tunately, ninth has been written about the disease and little about the
cure. It is rather disconcerting to find that many who purport to oppose
censorship are in fact simply proposing that the responsibility or function
of censoring be shifted from one faction to another. Librarians, teachers,
school administrators, community groups and "responsible committees"
of adults all receive support from various writers as the only suitable
selectors of books fbr consumption by children and adolescents. The
bias of the particular writer is usually clearly reflected in his own affilia-
tion with one or another of these groups. Seldom, but on occasions,
does the target population children and adolescents - enter into the
procedure of book selection.

Teachers have responded to the pressures of censorship in a variety
of ways. Many have refused, consciously or unconsciously, to become
involved in the issue at all and go about teaching traditional, non-
controversial material and producing traditional, non-controversial and
too frequently "turned-off- students. Others have chosen to confront
the issues, risk threats of dismissal and on occasions resigned to teach
in areas where attitudes toward classroom materials are less conservative.
A few teachers have attempted unique techniques such as requiring
that students not read specific pages in a book which contains potentially
objectionable words or ideas - an approach which, while amusing, tends
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tube ineffective with school adioinistraters and community groups. Other
more ambitions teachers have organized campaigns and community sup-
port in an effort to combat censorship in the schools. Wide such efforts
have been reasonably effective, they are too time consuming for the
average classroom teachers.

It would seem, in the midst of the censorship controversy, that
teachers must c 1evelop realistic guidelines which protect the rights of
individuals within the classroom and at the same time provide the teacher
with it defensible position in the event that he is confronted with pres-
sues from censorship groups.The fidlowingsug.gestions are not intended
its a panacea fO dealing with censorship. Rather, they might he viewed
as it beginning point for the teacher who wishes to 111(1\a' r1.0111 the tradi-
tional literature program to unc in which, at least for today, the reading
material used in the classroom will be as current and -relevant- as each
student involved in the program.

I. Teachers must first be willing, to take risks and realize the impli-
cations of these risks. They must take the risk of possibly defending,
a procedure which they feel is in the best interest of their individual
students. This may include suggesting, discussing, and including con-
troversial reading material in the school and classroom. Until the risk
of inclusion is taken, the natire of the reading material in our school
will indeed remain vapid and irrelevant to perhaps not all, but to many
Of our students.

2. It is difficult to defend the position of requiring that an entire
class read an one novel, short story, or magazine. Teaching around
themes and elements off Rename provides an opportunity for each stu-
dent to seek and select reading material which fits his particular needs
and interests, and at the same time contribute to classroom discussions
and activities. Portnoy, Holden, Hamlet, and Christ can all he involved
and provide interesting points oldisussion centered around characters
in literature.

:3. Students need to he made aware of smtrces other than the school
For obtaining reading materials. A profitable search and sharing experi-
ence should result in awareness not only of libraries but of drug stores,
department stores, used-book stores, and any other source of reading
material in the community.

4. Teachers should keep inhumed of what is happening, not only
locally, but also nationally, in the area of censorship. For instance, the
President's Commission on Pornography and Obscenit y has released a re-
port which generally concludes that the reading of -pornographic" and
obseene- literature does not have a long-term deleterious effect on
the' reader. \\Ink the conclusions, as might be expected, have received
less than unanimous acceptance, perhaps they represent the best avail-
able evidence for the teacher wishing to 11011bat the efforts of censorship.
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5. Avoid becumniv, .(11 Inn fitting censor. *HMS(' \V Ito \M11(1 Pre-
sdhe ur reilliire colitifiVersial uuyels iii pla(lt ufthc classics are as guilty
as the Natant censor \vlio han the controversial. The teacher's
primary responsibility \volild seem to be in assisting, sharing, informing,
and dealing intelligently \vitli students in their o\vii selections, inter-
prutationind consumption of printed material. To require Eldridgi.
(ac a\ er is neither better nor \\ ors(' than to reilnire Charles 1)ickens.

N. 11'11(.11 specific titles must lie selected fur inclusion un book lists
and lihrar shelves, include students in the selection procedure. Students
in\ (dyed in the selection procedure must represent an adequate cross
section of the school population to insure that the biases of any one
partiLadar groin) (I() not control (he selection procedures. Amy Awl' group
of students inns( include good and poor readers, students from different
ethnic and socio-eonomi groups, students \vith different and even con-
fliting, \alnt s curl goals. Such (1 pn)ess may be difficult, bid' the prodm.t
should be \vorth \vhile and pro\ Ile a valual)11 learning experience.

T. Teachers should avoid over-reacting to pressures from cen-
sorship. One ur t\\() phone calls, a letter or visit from an irate parent
does not onstitith. a (..onlinimity insurrection. Oyer- reaction tends to
place the teacher in a defensive position. A rational, calm explanation
()Utile philosophy behind the uscolinaterials in the (.1(tssroom is generally
the most effective approach to dealing, \vith parents .11,) have become
(Tuitional over the content of the rea(Png material, \\lien a

objective approach by the ((tacticr fails, there is little alternative
but to persist until the issue is either dopped or carried to some higher

for resolution. In such cases it has frequently been f)nnd
that the persons complaining have read only a f(..\\. pages of the hook
or hooks in question and upon further consideration find they are in
a difficult situation in defending their com2laints.

S. It is. perhaps. inmortant for teachers to reinterpret their efforts
in terms of victory and defeat in confronting censorship. Taking the
risk of introducing controversial literature in the classroom may result
in the exclusion Of a particular hook from the school library or class
reading list but this is frc.(piently a matter of a rather short term defttat,
The visibiliiy and intents( afforded a particular selection or selections
as a result of community or court action against it is almost certain to
prodia.e a book \vhich is highly popularized zin(! read by the people
for \\min it ryas banned. frequently, banned honks are atmd by members
of community at large. lose their initial shuck effect and sul)sequently
become little or n() problem for inclusion in school and public libraries,
Too. such visibility as a ()1111 case can spark reactions in the community
\vhich result iu positive steps by concerned citizens in combati10.4 censor-
ship efInrts. Teachers need to be sensitive to the long term effects of
their efforts rather than feel defeat over the banning ()fa single selection
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as thethe result ))1 prussores from small groups of emotional reiwtionaries
or traditionalists,

()l)viousl Him. is HO ilti nut lin %%110 %You'd

risk the battle %id) censorship censorship has been iirotintl too long,
for that. BM the curtly are not entirely stacked ;ti ain.st the tcucl>cr XII()
\V()111(1 MM(' prOVi(IiIII; reading, material to meet the individual
interests inn' needs \ithin the classroom. Having the courage to risk
a confrontation %y id' censorship is a first mid necesSilr Step in making
readito.; a vital and valued experience for school children. Until teachers
alt' %% Wing to rim the risks %ide') accompany creating change, our schools
will continue t» deal \vith literature that is too much of 'Mother Goose
',nut not enough oother mothers.
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GROWING UP: DIFFERENCES?
FICTION?

WARREN I lEISS

fk Point of Iti('

In our attempts to quantify human behavior we arc approaching
the point of not appreciating the person because we arc examining the
parts. Not only are we examining the parts, we are concentrating on
the disabled and diseased sections. We also are in, danger of only
appreciating the whole person in terms of some abstracted norm of human
behavior. We operate as though the norm existed. Our training has led
us to the point of being acutely cognizant of what people cannot do.
Professional "perceiving" instruments are designed to help us find out
"why Johnny can't learn." Based on our judgments of data gathered
by these instruments we plan educational programs to overcome these
defined deficits. Textbooks and professional journals are replete with
lists of symptoms associated with problems of the human condition.
We are becoming "fixers- of what is weak instead of becoming facilitators
of what is strung. We rarely ask the question, "What is it like to be
jolt n n y?"

Special educators are leading the way down this path of clinical
neg,itivism. Students in our college classes assimilate this point of view
from its and continue to practice our well-intentioned negativism. There.
is a place, I suppose, for the inclusion of "academic" descriptions of
the behavior of exceptional children in our programs for training profes-
sionals. But maybe, just maybe, the time has come to temper this training
With descriptions of exceptional children and youth which depict the
"wholeness" of handicapping conditions.

Ironically, the hest descriptions of the realities of being exceptional
in our society come from popular literature. The insightfulness and sen-
sitivity of authors of these materials add dimension to the study of
exceptionality that is lost in the precision and sterility of the textbook.
Mat we arty be able to effect in the use of these materials is a broadened
sensitivity to the conditions of being exceptional. Our views may be
altered, and we may more clearly see the human entities behind our
arbitrary labels.

What fiillows is au attempt to limit a collective idea from available
paperback books suitable for sensitizing us to the problems of being
exceptional. You are invited to sample these feelings with the hope
that enough affect squeezes through the lines of print to encourage further
exploration.
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DI 1" I,' Ell C ES?

How does it feel to he virtually deprived of all sensory mechan-
isms? We have lists of symptoms which include quantitative descrip-
tions of auditory and visual deficits. But what is it like to ht without
these sensors? More directly, what is it like to be cut off front the outside
world in terms of both receiving and expressing? What is it like to be
totally cut off but still have a lively brain that allows you to think?

In Dalton Trumbos Johnny Got His Goo, we can experience the
vivid impressions of a young man isolated from the world by a cruel
accident Of war, Joe Bonham cannot communicate with others. All he
can do is think. Imagine! AU he con do is /Auk! What would you think
about? How would yin) organize your thoughts? How would you get
a grasp on reality? What is reality? Joe is a -basket ease." He is a medical
freak. He is kept alive for those outside as a clinical curiosity.

Joe Bonham begins to perceive the onset of his own insanity. But
how can he tell the others? How can he stop this trend? How can be
come to grips with this overwhelming situation? His thoughts lead him
to consider time.

The idea had been seeping into his mind for a long while
just how long he didn't know and the idea was this that the important
thing is time. He remembered from ancient history in the tenth
grade that way back even before Christ the first men who began
to think were thinking of time. They studied the stars and figured
out the week and the month and the year so that there would be
sonic way of measuring time. That was smart of them because he
was about in the same fix they were and he knew that time was
the most important thing in the world. It was the only real thing.
It was everything.

If you can keep track of time you can get a hold on yourself
and keep yourself in the world but if' you lose it why then you
are lost too. The last thing that ties in with other people is gone
and von are all alone. (Dalton Trumbo, Johnny Got His Gott, pp.
125-126)

v Time! Is that the important element that keeps us sane? What is
behind the blank expressions of children with whom we have difficulty
communicating? How do they perceive life?

Junk Moon, Warren and Arthur wander through Marjorie Kellogg's
book, Tell Me That You Lore Me, ionic Moots, as though life needed
to be lived. They have doubts and fears not far removed from our own.
yet severe physical handicaps and disfigurement cannot stop the act
ofbecoming. Janie Moon won't quit. She insists that life be hilly realized.
To fully realize life one must put up with its problems. Often the problems
are external.

Janie, Warren and Arthur are released from an institution to live
a life together in the -real" world. Implantation into that world often
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liffected how they were perceived by others rather than how they per-
et,ived qieniseives. Their inquisitive neighbor was both amazed and
revolted by their behavior. Often junie and her comrades had the same
feelings idiom each other.

They fought for almost a week until they were pale aml
exhausted. At lirst it was because they were afraid ()I' having to
tend to their ailments by themselves without Miss Oxford picking
at them. Without knowing it, they missed the lack of privacy of
the hospital. Their bodies and thoughts had been exposed fO so
long for many and all to see, it was hard to stitch them up again
into only belonging to them. It was like reorganizing the house
1111(.1.11 long and arduous party.

Then, as this passed, and they became inure sure, they fought
because Of who they were. "I am living with freaks," each of them
announced at one time or another. And each of them feared he
was the biggest freak. It was not their dream to be this way. There
was no magazine printed that pictured three people like themselves
living together in a run-down bungalow under an oppressive tree.

'Then tlicy fought because they were getting used to each other,
and the insults began to have a more tailored sting to them. Later
they fought because they were getting close, but that was quite
different. ( Marjorie Kellogg, it'll Me That Ion Lon. Ah.,/nnic Moon,
pp. 87-88)

Communication and feelings. Of course! The kinds of communica-
tions and feelings we all have' had in our own lives.

But commuMcation and feeling serve another purpose. Real com-
munication with important others in our lives can unlock the mysteries
of our deepest self-doubts. The important others need not be models
of normalcy nor paragons of strength.

A strengthening relationship of exceeding complexity is meticu-
lously described by Theodore Isaac Rubin in Lisa and Docid. It requires
all of David's intellect and strength to communicate with the poetic
Lisa. When both David and Lisa realize the value of their mutual word
games, the beginnings of self-realization are at hand.

She stopped in front of David, stared at him, then said, David,
David looks at me-but what does lie see, what does he see?"

He looked up from the desk. "It's Lisa, Lisa whom I see-staring
at me, staring at me."

She smiled at him and came a little closer. He stood up quickly
and walked a little distance away. "Don't touch me, don't touch
me-me don't touch. All else will do-but please no such."

She stood still and remained smiling.
"Touch, such-such touch-foolish talking, foolish squawking."
He repeated, "Yes, but-no such, no touch,"
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She agreed. "No such, no touch."
"You made a friend?"
"Friend? What are you talking about?"
"Lisa. I noticed you talkiug, to her."
"Oh, that. Well, don't get any ideas. My social adjustment or

any other psychiatric descriptive nonsense you want to apply just
doesn't apply here."

Alan smiled.
"What's so funny?"
"Funny? Oh, nothing funny. I was just thinking that I take

great pains not to use so-called psychological technical language,
and yet here you accuse me of doing just that anyway."

"All right, that's true," he said grudgingly. "You talk straight
enough, it was the others. Does that make you feel better?"

"Yes it does," Alan said seriously. "It does make me feel better."
"Good for yon," David smiled, "Can I get back to this Lisa-child

business nosy ?..
"Yes, please do."
"Thank you," he said, clenching his jaw. "Thank you, very

much."
Alan remained quiet.
"As I was saying, Lisa is not a friend. I have no friends. If

I did have a friend-which is rather inconceivable-it is unlikely that
I would choose a twelve-or a thirteen-or fourteen-year-old infant-
obviously my intellectual inferior. I talk to Lisa only because she
interests me clinically. I would hardly bother to do something ardu-
ous and boring as to talk in rhymes for the mere purpose of a ridicul-
ous friendship." (Theodore Isaac Rubin, joiy/i-Li.va and Dared, pp.
90-92)

David was in control. He was always in control of his intellect.
He was walled behind that intellectual strength and could not get out.
But his intellect made him curious. Lisa provided the catalyst to release
the intellect-to allow David to touch. But what happens when there
is no chance for release? What happens when there is a deliberate attempt
to fbrce intellect to grow without attending to the other aspects of life?

Listen to Barry Rudd testifyinto the State Senate Standing Commit-
tee on Education, Welfare and Public Morality in John Hersey's The
Child Buyer.

BARRY RUDD: Please don't mistake me. I don't think I'm a genius.
Only in the sense that I would like to be worthy of Dr. Gozar's
. . . that I would like to work as hard as I can . . . I thought of
the solitary onesof the boy Newton playing alone with his
machines, Edison with his chemicals. As a child Darwin loved
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long walks by himself, and once became so absorbed in thought
that he walked off the end of a wall. Samuel Johnson, not joining
in the sports at school, perhaps because of his sight and repulsively
large size. Shelley reading alone. Byron, loving to wander at night
in the dark, lonely cloisters of the abbey . . . .

113. I3ROADBENT: What was the problem you spoke of?
BARBI' BUDD: It wa, out of my field, \vhich is taxonomy. I
just daydreaming about the possibility of four-dimensional tic-
tac-toe. I've played the game in three dimensions, The image I
had was of a three-dimensional game moving through space at the
speed of light. How would yon represent X's and O's and their
interplay in the fluid terms of that game? You see, I've been able
since an early age to think of sizes and shapes and relationships
in completely abstract terms, not as concepts related to my body,
as is the case with most people. Perhaps I could get away from
my body as a basis fii size comparisons because it's unsatisfactory
to me. I'm just plain clumsy. When I try to do something with
may hands, I just get mad. My grandfather carved violins; my father
can use the tiniest tools. I can't even write: I get so impatient
with my fingers when ideas are racing through my head! (John
Hersey, Thc Buricr. p. 75)

Is this what it is all about? Is this what we could create? Science
fiction, perhaps? Or is it science? \Vhat are we aiming for in the education
of our gifted children? Have we figotten something? Hersey 's thesis
may well represent an extreme, but we cannot deny the parallels which
currently exist within our technology. But how would we react if we
Wert' extreme exceptions?

Chadic Cordon experiences both extremes of exceptionality as illus-
trated in Daniel Keyes' book, Flowers For Algernon. Charlie is thirty-two
years old and mentally retarded. Charlie is transformed experimentally
into a highly intellectual human being. His transformation is not without
consequence. His reactions and questions go beyond the stated objectives
of the experimentation. Observe the interaction between Charlie Gordon
and his teacher, Miss Kinnian.

"Charlie, you amaze me. In some ways you're so advanced,
and yet when .it comes to make a decision, you're still a child.
I can't decide for you,Charlie. The answer can't he fnund in books
- or he solved by bringing it to other people. Not unless you want
to remain a child all your life. You've got to find the answer inside
you - feel the right thing to do. Charlie, you've got to learn to
trust yourself."

At first, I was annoyed at her lecture, but then suddenlyit
began to make sense. "You mean, I've got to decide?"

She nodded.
"In fact," I said, "now that I think of it, I believe I've already

decided some of it! I think Nemur and Strauss are both wrong!"
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She was watching ine closely, excitedly. -something is happen-
ing, to you, Charlie. If you could only see your face,'

"You're damned right, something is happening! A cloud of
smoke was hanging in front of my eyes, and with one breath yon
blew it away. A simple idea. Trust iity.s.c/j. And it never occurred
to me before."

"Charlie you're wonderful."
I caught her hand and held it. "No, its you. You touch my

eyes and make me see."
She blushed and pulled her hand back.
"The last time we were here," I said. "1 told you I liked you.

I should have trusted myself to say I love you."
"Don't Charlie. Not vet."
Not yet?" I shouted. "That's what you said last time. Why

not yet?"
"Shh Wait a while. Charlie. Finish your studies. See where

they lead yon. You're changing too fast."
"What does that have to do with it? My feelings for you won't

change because I'm becoming intelligent. I'll only love you more."
"But- you're changing emotionally too. In a peculiar sense I'm

the first woman you've ever been really aware ofin this way.
Up to now I've been your teachersomeone you turn to for help
and advice. You're bound to think you're in love with me. See
other women. Give yourselt more time."

"What you're saying is that young boys are always falling in
love with their teachers, and emotionally I'm still just a boy."

"You're twisting my words around. No, I don't think of you
as a boy."

"Emotionally retarded then."
"No."
"Then, why?" (1)aniel Keyes, Flowcrs for Algernon, pp. 64-65)

Why? Feelings! Do they come with the release of intellect? Are
the feelings always there? Is it only acceptable to have feelings when
one can express them? What happens when those feelings are rejected?
Ilow can we demonstrate that we are real?

John Cotton, Lawrence Teft III, Samuel Shecker, Gerald Goodenow,
Stephen Lally, Jr., and William Lally try to prove they are real in Glendon
Swarthout's 131r.s.s the Buusts carol Children.But how do you prove you
are real when the model tin' reality is not part of your value system?
Nlanhood has been defined by parents and other adult authorities. Man-
hood is not attainable on these terms. The six boys were to be made
into "men". A tough summer camp experience would whip them into
shape. The "children" rebelled. They rebelled themselves into "men."
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Scorned, they scorned. Cast out, they bunched. Impulses to
call home they sublimated. The use of surnames became habitual.

Alan mgh he was not a natural leader, the authority that Cotton
had seized by he-ma locus-locus, with razor and dogtags and cigar
and whiskey, he held on to with claws and clamped jaws. 'If a
fight with an outsider seemed obligatory, he tught it, losing invari-
ably to bigger boys but taking his bruises with redheaded stoicism.
Within his cabin he was friend and counselor and drill sergeant,
coaxing his platoon along paternally at one moment, kicking it with
ridicule the next. Deviants and dings they might be, short in the
saddle and inept with a rifle and butterfingered befhre a ground
Kali, but by the end of the fiath week, the middle of the session,
the Bedwetters had turned a kind of psychoneurotic corner. The
midnight ride to a movie let air out of their tensions and nailed
up their tailbones. Their second raid shocked the entire camp into
reeogniti

Cotton conceived it. They executed it perfectly. Late one night
they opened the corral gate and slapped the string into the pines,
they ran hallooing through the camp: "Horses out! Horses our
Lights went on, campers and counselors cursed and dressed and
fanned out to round up the animals. . . Sticking together in
the dark, the Bedwetters doubled back to the deserted camp.
One by one they bagged the five trophies from the unguarded
cabins, the buffalo, mountain lion, bear, bobcat, and antelope
heads, and toting them to open ground, lined them in a row. Telt
put a cherry on the triumph. Telling them to wait a minute, he
loped off to the rifle range, brought back a .22 and cartridges,
and standing over the prizes, fired a round between the glass
eyes of each head .. .

...They admitted nothing, They sat in uneasy silence, Cotton
scowling, Sheckerbiting his nails, Telt smiling, Goodenow twisting,
Lally I making fists, and Lally 2 sucking his thumb.

Finally the Director lost his temper and told them they were
sick. They belonged in some sort of institution, he wasn't sure
which sort, but it wasn't a camp for normal boys,-healthy in mind
and body , .

It was the bullets between the eves which stunned the Box
Canyon Boys Camp. That was an aberrant act, a calculated discharge
of hostility. It implied, the senior counselors muttered among them-
selves, a condition close to paranoia.

..The Bedwetters carried their fetish everywhere with them,
as though they were proud of it. (Glendon Swarthout, Bless the
Beasts and Children, pp. 144-147.)

Life went on in the Box Canyon area. At the game preserve "men"
were given the privilege of killing live buffalo kept in pens. These acts
were, of course; not aberrant. In fact they were quite legal. Which model
do we follow? The normal one? The model I create in my own mind?
When am I real? When are we all real? Who judges?
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FICTION?

Fiction? To be sure, But because it is fiction we can turn out backs
and walk away. We can rationalize our thoughts and say, "Never! It
couldn't happen! It can't be!'' Orwell's 1),S.I was fiction too!

No, we cannot walk away. What the characters created by these
authors have done is to bring us uncomfortably close to reality. We
see pieces of our own lives represented iit their struggles. We are forced
to accept them as total beings. We can't examine only their scores and
symptoms. We must acknowledge them as whole people - people with
all the feelings and desires that we possess, In each case - Joe Bonham,
Junie Moon, Lisa, David, Barry Rudd, Charlie Gordon, and Cotton and
Company - we are confronted with desperate screams for recognition!
Differences? Fiction?
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THE BLACK EXPERIENCE IN
PAPERBACK

(Kindergarten through Grade 6)

DOROTHY STRICKLAND

Literature has long been recognized as an important educational
and social force ill the lives of young children. Books serve to broaden
the child's range of experiences, provide him with intbrmation, and widen
h is interests, A p pro priate ly chosen literature may also contribute
immeasurably to the child's understanding of himself and his world
and assist him ht the task of relating his own unique experience to
the broader world around him.

In the case of the black child, the need for suitable means to aid
him in his search for identity is especially critical. Equally important,
h; the need to provide white children with opportunities to encounter
the black experience in honest, human terms.

In the introduction to her book We Build Together, Charlemae Rol-
lins states, "When young children ask baffling questions such as 'Why
am I black?' `Why is he white?' 'Why are we poor?' 'Why do we move?',
parents and teachers must find answers that are honest and satisfying.
Artists assist through their pictures, musicians through their songs, and
authors through honest portrayal of people in books.'' Through the
medium of literature, children of varied cultural backgrounds may
increase both in their own self-awareness and in their awareness and
understanding of other cultural traditions and values.

The demand for children's books about black life hi our country
has caused the number of such books to increase rapidly during the
nineteen-sixties. Nevertheless, the number of these books being pub-
lished remains relatively small when compared with the total market.
In 1967, Dorothy Sterling reported, "There were roughly twelve
thousand children's trade books issued in the seven year period from
1960 through 1966. If we say eighty perhaps one hundred and twenty,
dealt with the Negro past and present in the United States, that means
that at best one percent of the total output of books for young people
are devoted to the Negro.'' Although considerable progress has been
made during the years since Miss Sterling's statement was made, there
remains a need fiir more quality literature of this type. One must be
encouraged, however, at the obvious attempt by some publishers to seek
the work of gifted black writers and artists and the growing tendency
of white authors and artists to honestly portray the role of blacks with
sensitivity and dignity. Moreover, such matters as appropriate language,
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dilltitratiOnti, and characterization arc now receiving the carellii
attention necessary to meet the demands of a nlore discerning public..

Today's literature depicts blacks in a variety of roles in ur society.
Black doctors, policemen, and teachers are now depicted where servants
and other menials dominated the scene only a decade ago. What is more,
these characters are portrayed as human beings with both the strengths
and the weaknesses found in people regardless of their racial and cultural
heritage.

Although today's books reflect a trend toward the use of natural
ifiamal speech by storybook chanwters, the use of dialect, in a manner
generally considered to be objectionable, is avoided. In a discussion
of language standards, Augusta Baker lists the description of "blacks
in derisive terms which use derogating names and epithets,- the use
of "dialect particularly when it is phonetically written," and the use
of "profanity and obscene language" as being objectionable in children's
books.

Stereotypes considered derogatory by blacks are also rapidly disap-
pearing from the illustrations of children's books. Not only have blacks
increasingly become the main characters in recently published fiction,
but the use of blacks in the illustrations of all types of books has been
on the rise.

As the quality and quantity of titles dealing with the black experience
has improved, the number of such paperback offerings has been similarly
affected. Paperbacks offer an inexpensive and effective means of provid-
ing children with home and school libraries that are wider in range
than might otherwise be possible. At the same time no sacrifice in excel-
lence is necessary.

Teachers may wish to purchase multiple copies of popular books
fOr use with special interest groups or simply to provide greater accessibil-
ity of particular titles to the entire class. Lists of paperbacks fbr purchase
would be welcomed by parents for reading aloud to children and for
summer reading by the students themselves.

The accompanying list includes books suitable fin children through
grade six. Generally accepted standards for appropriate language, illustra-
tions and characterization have been maintained in each book. Although
the list is selective, it is representative of the best material available
in paperback dealing with the black experience for children through
the elementary grades. A guide to publishers has also been included.

PICTURE STORY BOOKS: GRADES K-3

Freeman, Don. Corduroy. Viking.
A stuffed bear finds a home with at little black girl. $ .95
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Hill, Elizabeth S. Eton's Corner. Holt Owlet.
Beautifully illustrated story of a young boy who is given a corner of
his own in his thmily's small, crowded apartment. $1.45

Keats, Ezra. Goggles. Collier.
A gang of older boys is outwitted by Peter in this beautifully illus-
trated book. $ .95

The Snow!, Day. Scholastic. $ .75
Whistle for Willie. Scholastic. $ .75

McGovern, Ann. Black is Beautiful. Scholastic.
Photographs and words are used to express the theme of black is
beautiful $ .60

Udry. Janice. What Mari/ Jo Shared. Scholastic.
Mary Jo has considerable difficulty deciding what to share with her
kindergarten classmates. Finally she choose:; to share a very special
personher father. $ .60

FICTION: GRADES 4-6

Bacnieister, Rhoda. Voices in the Night. Scholastic.
Suspenseful story of a young girl's adventures while living with a
family of abolitionists. $ .60

Bowden, Nina. Three on the Run. Archway. $ .60
Brodsky, Mimi. Tin House al 12 Rose Street. Archway.

Trouble develops when a black family moves into a previously
all-white neighborhood. $ .60

Borchardt, Nellie. Project Cal. Scholastic.
Children in an integrated city housing project discover a stray cat
and scheme to protect him although pets are not allowed. .$ .50

Carlson, Natalie S. The Empty Schoolhouse. Dell Yearling.
A young girl experiences hostility and violence which threaten her
anticipated happiness in a desegregated school. $ .75

Ann Aurelio and Dorothy. Dell Yearling. $ .75

Coles, Robert. Dead Eiid .School. Dell Yearling.
Timely story about an overcrowded school and the controversy
surrounding the question of busing. $ .75

du Bois, William Peiine. A Certain Small Shepherd. Holt Owlet. $1.45
Faulkner, Georgene and Becker, John. Me/indy's Meat&

Archway. $ .60
Fox, Paula. How Many Miles to Babyhm? Archway. $ .60
Fritz, Jean. Brao.y. Scholastic. $ .60
Gates, Doris. Little Vie. Archway. $ .60



\'irginia. Zech,. Collier.

Jackson, Jesse. Call Ale Charlie. Dell Yearling. (s .65

nehor Ala a. Dell Yearling. $ .65

Charlie Starts from Scratch. Dell Yearling. $ .75

Sterling, Dorothy. Thiry Jane. Scholastic. $ .60

Stolz, Mary A Wonderful. Terrible Time. Scholastic. $ .50

Young, Margaret B. The First Book of Amerh a n Negroes. Franklin
Watts, Inc. $ .95

BIOGRAI'IIV

Curtail, Ella Kaiser. She Wanted to Read: The Story of Ala ry McLeod
Bethune. Archway. $ .50

Clayton, Ed. Ala rt Luther king: The Peaceful Warrior.
Archway. $ .50

Davidson, Margaret. Frederick Doug' rms. Fights for hreetlorn.
Scholastic. $ .50

McGovern, Ann. Runaway Slave, The Story of /Harriet Tubma n.
Scholastic. .60

Patterson, Lillie. Frederick Don gfass; Freedom Fighter.
Dell Yearling. $ .50

Robinson, Louie, Jr. Arthur Ashy; Tennis Champion Archway. $ .50
Sterling, Dorothy. Freedom Train: The Story of II a rriet Tubman.

Scholastic. $ .60

FOLK LITERATURE

Arkhurst, Joyce. The Adventures of Spider. Scholastic.
A collection of African folk tales. $ .75

Clarke, Mollie. Congo Boy. Scholastic.
African folk tale about a boy who earns his own hunting spear. $ .60
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CONTEMPORARY U.S.A. IN
PAPERBACKS

ROBERT 0. BOOM)*

Why do Nye continue to produce non-reading children and adults?
I mean people who can read, but don't. They are not illiterate, but
they have been turned off reading.

"Our schools' training in book reading during many decades hos
not led to wide reading of books by Americans, and not even to
the choice of high quality hooks by our best educated groups -

college students and college graduates."'

Why is this so? Ask a group of teachers, or for that matter, any group
of adults and you will get any number of reasons. At or near the top
will probably be "TV" and -They live such busy, full lives." These
answers are probably too easy. We all find time to do what we like
and want to do. Chief among the real reasons, in my opinion, are first
the methods we use to teach kids to read, and, second the types of
hooks we provide children which is the reason I want to discuss. In
other words, as teachers, librarians, or parents we are often guilty of
turning kids off by the teaching methods we use and the books w.`7
provide and/or require them to read.

I believe every child should be read to by his teacher every clay.
I practiced this when I was an elementary classroom teacher. I also
believe you should know the book you are going to read and take time
only for the very best. This I did not always practice. I remember reading
a book to a group of fifth graders. It was a perfect book, I thought,
about a girl and her horse. I started reading and soon discovered the
little girl used the word -damn" every time she opened her mouth.
Now I was reared to believe little girls never uttered such words and
if they did they were spanked or had their mouths washed out with
soap or some other equally harsh punishment. Nothing happened to
this girl. What did I do? I censored the word and later sent the book
back to the publisher!

That was twenty years ago. This particular group of children knew
and used that four letter word and more. They lived in deplorable condi-
tions. The rather drab 1890 vintage school was so much nicer than home
that we often had problems keeping the children out of the building
before and after school. These kids were living a life that was not depicted

''The author is indebted to Barbara Hanford, Education Librarian, UNLV, for her
invaluable assistance.

1Norbell, George 'N.. "Revolution in the English Curriculum,- Elementary English:
49:767, May 1972.
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in their readers or most ()I' their leisure time reading. No wonder they
were more interested in comic books.

I trust I have changed over the last twenty years. It's for sure that
kids are different. They mature faster, both physically and socially. They
are ready to read oflik) situations realistically presented. Today's children
see and hear of real life situations every place else in their environment,
They have grown up SeCillg war marching across the TV screens every
night. Starving children are pictured. Political leaders, local, state, and
national are heard trying to explain their way out of problems of their
own making. Poverty, muggings, and civil war are commonplace.

Even their favorite programs handle topics and use language
unthinkable just a few years ago. Educational TV shows nudity and even
commercial TV shows topless African women that boys used to be able
to find only in Nationa/ Geographic. Women have their own center-
spread. Conversations, newspaper and magazine articles, political con-
ventions, and even billboards deal with abortion, the pill, gay liberation,
and other topics that, if they ever crossed my mother's mind, never
passed her lips.

What about children's and young adult hooks? Are the paperbacks
keeping up? Are they reflecting the changing mores and life styles?
The answer is a qualified "yes". I must agree with Nat Hentoff when
he says, "Far too many contemporary picture books for the young are
still populated by children who eat everything on their plates, go dutifully
to bed at the proper hour and learn all sorts of useful facts or moral
tales by the time the books come to an end."2

There does seem to be a trend today, however, for editors and pub-
lishers to allow, maybe even encourage authors to handle topics that
once were taboo. No longer can we be assured by that fairy tale "they
lived happily ever after" ending. All the heorine's problems are no longer
solved by the hero's chaste kiss. Neither can the hero be counted on
to exemplify all life's "better" virtues or overcome all of life's obstacles
by the last page.

Today's books show children living in a less than complete family
circle; where mother and/or father are not "the up on a pedestal- type
that used to be mandatory. Families are likely to be something other
than WASP and to reflect attitudes and standards different from those
of Mid-America. Frank Bonham's books are likely to show this as he
graphically portrays teen-age boys and city gangs. Parents are not shown
in a favorable light in Donovan's 171 Get There. 11 Better Be Worth
The Trip.3 Harriet's4 parents are not the warm, interested parents that

211entoti. Nat. ''Among the Wild Things- in Unlit CoHnect liodings on Children's.
Li/era/tin% Oxford University Press. Egorf. Shoilu. C. T. Stubbs and L. F. Ashley, editors.
1969. p. 325.

aDonovan, 171 Tiu It liiter Br Mirth Mg. Trip.
Ilarrii the Spy.
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we usually find in books for children; neither is Ben's father in 13/oufih
l.irt iu flir Sca.5 In Big Blue Island" the boy's mother is dead, his father
has disappeared, and he must go live with his great uncle.

Sex, heterosexual and otherwise, rears its head in children's books.
Authors are writing of' the physical changes that occur as young people
are entering puberty, and nudity has entered picture books.

Nlargaret7 starts the sixth grade in a new school. Fier new friends
talk about the only girl in their glade that has to wear a bra. One of
the brothers says he has been behind a grocery store with her! Margaret
and the other girls want a bra and to experience their first menstrual
period. She prays, naturally and frequently about the problems fOremost
in her life. Byron" talks to the young boy he is babysitting of his experi-
ences with gir:s and Byron') brags of his exploits with girls. There is
a sex murder implied in Snyder's The 1...gypt Game," David" is a con-
fused, lonely boy after his grandmother dies and he and his dog go
to live with his alcoholic mother in a small apartment. His experimenting
with sex with another boy and the two ofthem trying his mother's alcohol
collies naturally. These episodes are handled in a mature, tasteful way
as two threads of a tightly woven novel of a boy growing lip.

Max" appears nude in a dream or fantasy sequence. It is obvious
that Max is Max and not Maxine. It is unfortunate that the only paperback
edition of this book is a coloring book.

Sex roles, however, are not yet being treated in a realistic manner.
Girls' aml boys' roles in paperback books are still distorted by out-of-date
stereotyped thinking. 1 1 arriet,ia veronka,14 jane,15 Robin,16 and wendyii

may be the beginnings of the emancipation of the female in children's
books, but only a beginning.

The generation gap with problems of communication between parent
and child is becoming common in paperback books. Ussy Mack" has
problems communicating with his parents, but more so with a migrant

51:ox Bloscri+h 1.ii 1. r,i Ilti.
Cago,Bio
'Blume, Are loo There (;o(1? It's Ale. .11(104i:ref.
8\Vojciociomska,l)on't rlu,, 1)rail Before loo 11or
"Ilititott,Thol Wits 'Own, This Is Now,
1"Slilor, The rgypi (;ator.
"I)onovall. 171 ( :el There. It Bel ter lie 11.0rili the Trio.
"Sentlitk, in the .Vigiti kitchen.
'"Fitzliod, Harriet the Spy,
'4Sachs, roil leo I ;fill:.
15(.111tiby Otu Dail fin' Peurt .
' "Snyder, The 1.4.1ret
'7Kitigntan. Prier Pun
1"C:pavur. The .11och
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family that have completely different values and attitudes. Gusts' is a
boy who feels but cannot express emotion. Ills family cannot understand
him. Even dogs do not like him. Wersha draws a marvelous portrait
of Albert Seully2° and his parents and the old lady %hont he befriends.

ojeiechowska speaks to today's young people and their parents in a
powerful way through the words of Byron.2' A reverse communication
problem exists for Siizie.22 She wishes her father, a writer, had a 9-5
office job and that her mother, au artist, wore all apron! These hooks
and others are letting children and young people see that they arc not
the only ones having parent problems.

War and the agonies connected %vith it are' depicted in books for
today's young people. Crosby23 tells of .lane's success in organizing an
anti-war parade. Tlu Pushcart War" though set in the future appeals
in part, because of the application young people can see to the war
they view On TV each evening. lientotTs25 character has several deci-
sions to Make not the least of which is whether to register for the draft.

Death is met head on in today's books. It is not sugar coated or
slipped over. From the death of the grandmother in I'll Gel There, It
Better Re The Irin,26 the death of the old lady in The Dwain
11atcher27 that of the old men ill A Girl Called A128 told The l'igan,29
the death of the soldier in One 1)un for Peace3° to the death of the
horse in A Horse Came Running, ,3' and the fox in The Midnight Fox32
the topic is handled in a dignified, but realistic manner.

Authors are having their characters discuss and make decisions con-
gn(gddir,iii(gi i,s347,11,7;(1,1.1:1://'!,18. ii;val\17(111.;;g3,335I taill/

Not join the (:iraf es?36 all meet this problem in a way acceptable to
both parents and young people.

' "1'm, The ,tilimi.71 aced 1300.
2'\\.,,rbs,,, The I )0.,,,nu a I,

21\Vniciceito . ska. 1 )1m.t 1.hail IS (fon' I lar e

33(, rrrphr'l1, 117411 .V1,1 Jnin Thr Ci 01 Ili's?
2"(:rnsi) (Inn Prarc.
24NIcrrill. Thc PHs/wart 'Wm'.

1,,,toi1, i'm 114(3/113 But hing (;, Air ihaen.
There. 11 110 (. i lie %Um., thr

27 \V",b. I)rrwm 'Wu/01,T.
28Cat.t111:, :\ Girt Crittrit
29Zindel, flu. Vigilant.
""(;rosby, Om. I )(in / r Peace.
311)iong..1 //ors' Ca mi. !Miming.
121iYars. T .11 if ( n iglif /'ns.
3"11iliton. Thal lVas Thcit, TN.; I Nut( .
3411entuff, l in lien! I y I )raggcrl I3nt .Vit hi nu ( ;,'t I)orrn.
35Kiligniall, Thy l'et r n Rag.
: ":C:anipht.11. y Not Jinn the Gira
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There are mauy children today living in poverty. These children
can find some comfort in reading of characters in similar circumstances,
characters with whom they can relate. Sometimes they overcome this
handicap; other tunes they do not Hunt." tells of two brothers, 15 and
10, who hitchhike across the country in the early thirties. Caudill° tells

of Charley, a present (. I ay buy of Appalachia. In between are many others
where children live tinder s2onditions other than the vine covered house
behind a white picket km cc.

Special mention should he made of Lois Lenski's regional books.
First published during the 1940's they are still excellent portrayals of
how a vast windier of people live. They have not yet passed into the
wholly historical vein.

Realistic stories reflecting the life being lived by today's child or
young adult must be told in a manner understandable to the intended
mulienee. Nlany modern authors realize that today's teenager knows and
uses expressive, street language. Something other than standard English
appears in many books. The symbol keys on the typewriter are no longer
used. The "damn" of twenty years ago (I imagine this was a first) is
not uncommon today.

Today's young people are ready to accept books written in unvar-
nished language. Social and regional dialects appear. Teachers, librarians
and parents had better be ready too. Adults expect their characters to
speak and act as they would in real life. Young people expect and deserve
the same treatment. Adults must not appear shocked when they find
"bastard,- "fuck," "hell,- "hard on,'' "shit,- etc., in the books their teen-
agers are reading. Kids see through fear and hypocrisy. Albert Scully
says, "It was nine o'clock the next morning and I was sitting in English
class. In other words, my body was sitting there but my mind was far
away. Mr. Finley, the teacher, was discussing To kill A Mockingbird
and the whole thing was so boring that I had stopped listening. No
matter %vhat book we read in English, it is always a story about youth
going through experience and improving itself. Southern youth. Northern
youth. European youth. To judge from these books you would think
that yoth did nothing but go through experience and conie out great
at the end. If NIr. Finley ever gave its a book in which youth went
to pieces at the end, I would he more interested.-39

Some trill say that just because today's children see and hear these
things, doesn't mean that they need to read about them in their books.
But, we all know a good book can go beyoud the surface and can treat
a problem or area without advocating. In fact books should not. The
reader should draw his own conclusions and make up his own mind.
Ira child is capable of reading and understanding a book, it is not likely

3711wit, i» Ihr \Villa.
lom Carry th Tn(111Y (:luirlf*

9\t'crsba. The /)ream ritchci. 1), 75.
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to harm him. If he cannot understand, he is not likely to get too far
into it.

These hooks also need to be well written. They should meet the
standards of "a good story, swell told." "Like adult books, the worst
are cheap shockers; and the best--iction and non-fiction, are thoughtful
avenues to clarification or solution of attitudes and problems.-40

"...he trotted back to his room and applied himself to the reading
of Silas Alarm's. by George Eliot. George Eliot had been a woman born
with the name of Mary Ann Evans. She was born in 1819 and now,
if she were still alive, she would be 120 yews old. It was unthinkable
to Ussy that her story, in these modern times, could still be considered
a piece of classic literature. It was no wonder to him that she had hidden
behind a man's name. Her yarn about Silas Manner, a weaver whose
lost gold was replaced by a strayed child, disgusted him vastly. It was
silly and unreal and had not one thing to do with him or anything with
which he was connected.4'

Realistic fiction realistically presented is being published in paper -

buck. Teachers and librarians need to realize this, know the books, and
find time in the curriculum for them even if it means displacing Silas
darner.
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SELECTING BOOKS
FOR THE FUTURE-ORIENTED

NOW GENERATION
PAUL B. jANECZKO

The adolescents who populate our high school classrooms have been
described as the now generation... Perhaps they could be better
described as future-oriented. Young people of today are concerned with
what is going to happen to them in the near future and to the world
in the distant future. Part of our responsibility as English teachers, then,
is to recognize their concern with what will be by providing literature
that will, in a vicarious way, give them the tools with which to meet
their world.

Ju3t as literature of the past cannot answer many of the questions
students are honestly asking, neither can it engage their interests. Most
adolescents are simply not ready for the strange or elaborate language
of the classics. Likewise, they are not familiar with the places and things
the authors discuss. To attain such a readiness they have to be reached
where they "are at." When they feel at home reading and engaged by
the printed page, then they can tackle "The Greats." If they are not
ready, they are hardly going to become engaged or gain great insight
from works like Tess of the D'Urbervilles or 1'/w House of tlw Seven
Gables.

Without a doubt, the stakes are high. We can give our students
a habit that will bring enjoyment for a lifetime or we can condemn
them to lives in front of the boob-tube. Of course, this does not mean
that the teacher is to cater solely f.,) sub-standard, sub-literature tastes.
He may be forced to engage the student at his level, but his ultimate
goal is to help the reader's taste to mature.

How can the teacher come to know the best books for young people?
The answer is actually quite simple: he must read and read a great
deal. He must first consult the recognized leaders in the field of adoles-
cent literature and reading and then read all the adolescent titles he
can get his hands on.

Professional organizations have done a great deal to familiarize
teachers with important titles in the area of adolescent literature. The
American Library Association, for example, has many excellent bibliog-
raphies. Two of the better ones are Doors to More Afature Reading
and Book Bait. The National Council of Teachers of English has numer-
ous useful books and monographs of interest. One of the most comprehen-
sive is the new edition of Books for You, a collection of over 2,000
annotated entries. For younger children Your Reading (junior-high level)
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and Adventuring frith Books (elementary level) will be very helpful.
The International Reading Association also publishes some fine material
on reading. (://i/aren (110/ Literature and Reaching Children and Young
People Through Literature are among the best. Chi/dry/is Books: A/cants.
and Prizes is a good paperback book published by the Children's Book
Council that lists most of the award-winning books for younger students.

In addition, there are individuals who have done some outstanding
work in this area. Probably the best known book, and rightly so, is G.
Robert Carlsen's Books and the Teen-Age Reader which gives a
philosophy as well as the psychology of choosing books fbr adolescents.
Very similar to Carlsen's book is Books, Young People, and Reading
Guidance by Geneva Hanna Pilgrim and NIariane K. McAllister. In
ilooked on Books Daniel N. Fader and Elton B. NIeNeil explain a free
reading experiment conducted at two reform schools in the Detroit area.
The Fair Garden and the Swarm of Beasts., by Margaret A. Edwards,
is a delightful book written primarily fbr young adult librarians but it
contains a philosophy and a spirit that should be adopted by many
teachers. All of these books contain a wealth of information on adolescent
literature, both iu terms of appropriate titles and professional suggestions.

These experts seem to have one thing in common. They agree that
when selecting books for young people you must consider. one thing
above all others: the adolescent. You must consider the physical, mental,
and psychological make-np of those for whom you are choosing books.

The obvious physical changes that the adolescent is experiencing
are correlated with rapid developments in thought and feeling. par-
ticularly with respect to truth and values. These rapid changes must
not be looked upon as vacillating obstacles to be overcome; rather, they
are positive strengths and, when directed, can be used as very effective
motivation.

Becoming aware of varying standards of value in the adult world,
the adolescent seeks to be independent, to grow according to a system
of beliefs which he sees to be real for himself. In struggling to achieve
an identity based on emerging personal values, he often finds himself
alone, unsure of his own values and lacking the experience to overcome
his uncertainty.

The adolescent student's study of literature can challenge his own
incomplete system of beliefs and introduce him to various values that
have been prominent in the history of human life and thought. Through
a gen/tine inco/veet with literature he can tmly enjoy the dialogue
youth so desires but finds so difficult in our age. He also will expand
his esthetic sense, becoming more sensitive to literature as an art form.
However, before the teacher can expect any of these things to happen,
he must meet the student at his level with literature that he can under-
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stand, that he can identify with. In short, teachers must concern them-
selves %vith the adolescent and his world.

The difficult question here is, of course, the matter of how to select
literature that will help the adolescent develop into a perceptive, intellig-
ent adult. To help arrive at such a goal, there seems to he three major
areas thi.It need to be vonsidered. The three areas are obviously not
mutually exclusive, nor are they the onty areas to be considered. They
seem to he the most important areas fOr the future-oriented adolescent.

The first area that must he given our attention is the environment.
It is no secret that we are involved in an environmental crisis from
which we may not be able to extricate ourselves. Although the damage
has been done by previous generations, it is up to the present generation
and the generations that are yet to inhabit this planet to prevent a disaster.
Young people should be made aware of the seriousness of the crisis
and at the same time they should be taught a reverence for plants; animals,
and all the precious things of' nature. (See Bibliography 1)

Science fiction and fantasy literature is another area that must have
its share of books on our adolescent reading list: The years since H.
G. Wells told of the First Men an the Aloon have passed more quickly
than even he dreamed of. We are now exploring other planets as well
as continuing our expeditions to the moon. This area of literature could
help the students learn what the future holds for them. It will allow.
them an opportunity to speculate on the days yet to conic. (See Bibliog-
raphy 2)

The final area of concentration contains the largest number of books.
This category contains hooks that deal with the development of the
individual. One of' the battle cries of' the younger generation has long
been, "I don't want to be just a number on a computer punch card!"
The adolescent wants to be an individual free of' all the hassles of the
"nine-to-five rat race.- The teacher should take advantage of this need
by providing books that show the development of individuals. The need
is best met when the individual is a person their own age, someone
who experiences some of' the same problems and crises that the adoles-
cent is himself' experiencing. (See Bibliography 3)

Growing up in the future will not he an easy thing to do. But we
cannot make the job more difficult by imposing a restricted field of'
vision on young people. Given an opportunity to experience books from
these three areas, the adolescent will be better able to grow and meet
the world with his eyes wide open.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES
The hooks included in the bibliographies are divided into two groups. Books

listed under the heading "Adolescents'' are intended for grades 8, 9, and 10.
Books listed under the heading "Young Adults" are intended for grades 11 and
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12. The annotations are prat ided to give some idea of what the hooks are about.
However, the teacher must read any book before he can seriously consider it
Ihr class use.

BIBLIOGRAPHY 1

"Adolescents"
Annixter, Paul. Steifiwahr. Scholastic. After Bucky's lathe)r breaks a leg, he

is forced to look after their traps alone in the middle ola fierce New England
winter.

NlcKay, Robert. Dare's Song. Bantam. Kate Adams begins to fall in love with
Dave as she learns about ethnology, birds, and herself.

Murphy, Robert. Tile Pond. Avon..Joey returns to a hack-country pond in Virginia
and meets Mr. Ben and a lovable hound dog named Charlie.

North, Sterling. The 1Vollling. Bantam. Young Robbie takes a wolf cub as a
pet, and together they explore southern 1Visconsin.

Taylor, Theodore. The Guy. Avon. \Vhile stranded on a deserted island, Phillip
realizes that he must rely; on nature if he is to survive.

"Young Adults"
Carson, Rachel. Silent Spring. Signet Nonfiction. The dangers of the indis-

criminate use of chemical insecticides and weed killers are reported by
a dedicated conservationist.

Ehrlich, Dr. R. The l'Hindalion Bninh. Ballantine Nonfiction.
Sears, Paul 13.1therr There i.i Life. Dell Nonfiction. An introduction to ecology

and the conditions necessary for human survival.
Stadler, John, ed. co-Fh.lion. Washington Square Press. A collection of short

stories by the likes of Asimov, Vonnegut, and Saroyan that reveal S
position in the environmental crisis.

Swarthout, Glendon. Bless the Beasts mul Children. Pocket Books. Six adolescent
-misfits" set out on a fantastic mission to save themselves in a society
dedicated to one narrow view of success. ,

BI BLIOGI1A PHY 2

"Adolescents-
Heinlein, Robert A. Farntcr in ate Sky. Dell. The population explosion forces

Bill Lerner and his ramify to Settle on it distant planet where they must
earn the right to exist.

Sturman Jones. Dell. Max Jones, a stowaway aboard the ANgard,
gets more than he bargained fOr as the spacecraft becomes lost in space.

1; Engle, Madeleine. A Wrinkle in Time. Scholastic. Meg, her brother, and a
friend wander through Space and time to'save her father from an alien
Ihrce.

Norton, Andre. Daybreak-2250 A.D. Are, At(infic war has destroyed the world
and man must find a new place to begin life anew.

"Young Adults".
Clarke, Arthur C. 2001: A Space Odyssey. Signet. A complex and fascinating

science-fiction account of a 21st-century space voyage.
Crichton, Michael. 'flu' AmImmeda strain, Dell. Panic strikes when an alien

organism destroys the population of a small Arizona town.
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I leinlein. Hobert .A. Sit anger itt a Strang(' ,,awl. lierkle. Valentine %I ichael
Smith, limit and educated on Mars, arrives on earth with super human
itbilities.

1.eGuin, Ursula K..1 Wizan/ arthsa. Ace. Vhen Ged begins to seek too
11111(.11 po\'er klluss'Ic(h2.c. he is haunted by the Shados.

Ls'in. ha. This i'rferl //ay. Fastt. A shocking picture of the prison of a
world in sllih people are the passis of a waster computer run by an elitist
group.

111131,10GRAP111. :3

"Adolescents" (I have made it distinction het %%Veil hooks hit boys and books
for girls because on this age level it is more important.)

Buys

Bonham, Frank. /)urattgo Street. Dell. Rufus. 17 years old and on probation,
faces the problems of returning to his old neighborhood and his old ways.

Hinton, S. E. Thc Outsitls. Dell. lie Creasers and the rich kids mix it up
in it way that finally leads to tragedy.

1,)1)sYte. Bolted. The (:ontcoder..13antion. Allred drops iit of school and turns
to boxing ill au attempt to 1)0(0111e it contender in I larlem.

Girls
C:laPP, Patricia. Inur-rmi/y. 1)ell. Set in New England, this is a skillful blend

of ghosts, mystery, iind

Eyrly, Jeannette. S(1 .1.171111 13erkley. 1)rien to the drug scene
by unconcerned parents, Carla soon learns that drugs can be fatal.

Nenfeld, John. Lisa, Bright uorl 1)ark. Signet. Lisa Shilling. rapidly becoming
schizophrenic, places herself in the hands of her friends \silo learn that
playing psychiatrist can be dangerous.

Other titles to consider:
Bonham, Frank. Thy .Vitty (:rilly. Dell. Charlie tires of his life in the black

ghetto and decidex to Warn lip With hi, frecwheeling Uncle Baron.
('hicano. Dell. Keeny 1)1tran is accused of murder but comes

back li) one more fight against it world stacked against him.
1)onovitii, John. 171 Grt Vico% It flew,. Br Worth i/u Trip. 1)(.11. Two loiters

ore drawn closer and closer by their need for love and companionship.
EYerlY, Jeannette...1 Girl Likr .1/e. Berkley. Through the unwanted pregnancy

of her friend. Robin Icarus why sometimes it is best for a mother to give
up her child.

Fast. Howard...1prd Morning. Bantam. At the Battle of L,exitigton, 11 Iteen--ear-old
Adam Cooper learns about war inid is initiated into manhood.

Fox. Paul. How .1fini Alites In Bahnion? Archway. A nu-e chiller for young
people beciuise Of its contemporiu- setting and its portrayal of violent sittla-
ti(111!.

I letitolf, Nat. fin Walla l)aggc(1 Bat .Vatlatig Gels 1)ott.a. Dell. Jeremy
\Volt' must confront his responsibilities: to himself, to his family, and to
Iris country.

jazz- Cosintry. Dell. Before he can make it as it prokStii(111ill
musician, Tool Curtis must find himself as an artist and its a person.
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Irenc. Across Fit r Aprils. Tempo. During the Civil War an Illinois family
is divided as a farm boy works while others fight.

limiter, Kristin. The Soul Brothers. and Sister Lou. Avon. The language, songs,
joys, anti tragedies of ghetto life are revealed through a young girl's growing
awareness of her own worth.

Killing/di!, Joseph. Henry Archway. The hero has an I.Q. of 154 and that's
not always good, especially it you want to make friends.

Lee. Mildred. The Skating Rink. 1)v11, Burdened with almost unendurable prob-
lems. Tuck Faraday withdraws from the world until he meets Pete 1)egley.

Ney, John. Ox: The Slum of a Roy rtl the Top. Bantam. Sou of' a very rich
Palm Beach couple, Ox has no friends and must fitllow the absurd wishes
(dins parents.

Platt. Kin. 'life Bit/ Who Cot 'd Make llittt.vr I j Disappear. Dell. When Boger
is very lonely and ignored oy his mother, it is easy to make himself disappear.

Richards, Adrienne. Pistol. Dell. Young Bill Cadet is forced to face the harsh
realities of life when the Depression conies with its problems.

Speare, Elizabeth George, The Witch li/arkbird Pond. Dell. Kit is forced
to live with her Puritan relatives in Connecticut where she is introduced
to hard work, harsh winters, and a witch,

Stirling, Nora. Vim Windt/ if out Loved Ale. Avon. Growing up in an age of
sexual freedom is not an easy thing, as Trudy learns.

Wojciechowska, Mina. Don't Phiii Dead Before Hare To. Dell. Parents who
don't listen, the emphasis on "making it," and people who don't care are
a few of the thing:: Byron and five-year-old Charlie discuss.

Timed (Mt. Dell. Summer turns into a nightmare for Jim when
his brother returns from college drastically changed.

Zitidel, Paul. The rignuin. 1)ell. Two lonely high school students meet a strange
old man and for a short time, the three find unexpected love and laughter.

Voting Adults"
Alain-Fournier. The 11.anderer. Signet. Meaulnes is the wanderer" who goes

on an impossible search for perfect love.
Bradflid, Richard, Uri/ Ski/ at 11orning. Pocket Books. A bittersweet aconint

of Josh Arnold's growing up and falling in love in New Ntexico during
World War II.

Butler, William. The Rro/ution. Ballantine. Written in diary form,
it recounts a nightmarish revolution in which a group of young boys take
over High Pines Summer Camp.

Frank, Pat. A/as, Babidon. Bantam, Iii a small Florida town the survivors of
a nuclear attack demonstrate the best and the worst in human behavior
iu all attempt to survive.

Griffin, Jahn Howard. Mark Like Me. Signet. A report of a daring experiment
which revealed how it feels to he a Negro in the deep South.

Green, I lantiah. I Newer Promised Ion a flaw Garden. Signet. Sixteen-year-old
1)eborah's constant retreats into her own little world earn her a room in
a mental institution.

I lead, Ann. .11r. & Mrs. Bo Jo Join's. Signet. July and Bo Jo go through all the
problems of a young couple that had to get married ... and make it work.
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I lesse, I lerman. SrrlrllrrrrHut. liantatti. The young Indian journeys through the
temptation of success, riches, and sensual love. bringim; him to final renun-
ciation and human \ViS110111.

s. isi.crs Bantam. Chadic Gortions liticl !cap from
retardation to super-intelligence and then hack again raises sona
about the htuu:utits of 1111C 1IC11111(90.

Kirkwood. )ant's. GUM/ Tit/WS/BM/ w.11olk (:urge ufadules
cent problems is Imind in this store oen.' Kilburn's account of his headitias-
ter's tragic ohiith.

Labarge, Oliver. ,f,auglO tioy. Signet. Pulitzer-winning novel about two young
Indians struggliog to preserve their integrity in ;.1 %%ilt(' Illall'ti 55'011l1.

NI:di:01111 X. .kritotfiography of .1/a/co/iii Pros!,3, vivid picture
ofa black mart's straggle to find himsel:Ind to learn how to be most effective.

Nlichener, James. Swim:m.(1. liantatii. Raised in a military family and destined
for a stunnillg Alf Force career, IA. Lloyd Gruver turns his back on it all
ha the love of a japillICSe

ilif011/11*. Signet. Gypo Nolan turns in his friend for
a small resvad and sinds up being limited down by the IRA.

Theodore ISaaC. 1.0501 (0001/ /Mr T5V( retarded ado-
lescents must onlreollie their fears in an attempt to love one another.

Salinger, J. I). CrtIrlic ire the Bantam. Holden Caulfield, a sixteen-
year-old overs.vheltmd by the perplexing, probli.nns ill his life, tries to find
himself during a "Ness lork seeketid.'

Shute.. Nevil. ()o /3uch. Signet. Au American and his Australian fiemls,
last of the lutmart race, await slow but itievitalble death fom radiation follow-

ig an atomic %Van

()He i)(11/ in //IC 0./t wit r)eiti,oich. 13antam. Life
in one of Stalin's forcid labor camps inclialefl cruelty, hugger, co1(1, suffering,
and a continuous fight for survival.

Trumbo, Cu! //i.s Con. Bantam. A young soldiera total amputee
struggles to communicate \id) the outside \owl(' despite the loss of the
ability to speak, hear, or see.

\Votik, I lerman, Tlu Caine .1Itt i ti!/. Dell. \Villie Keith, serving aboard the ('aim'
under the tyrannical Captain (,)iieeg emerges as commander of the ship
and master or himself.

Zind(I, /)(irting. AP/ I lamIntrgcr. 13antion. Four confused high school
seniors seek acceptance and get caught between fear innl a desire for
intimacy.
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READING AND
FUTURE SHOCK

%IAB1A SCHANTZ

There are among us reading teachers, curriculum corrdinators, Eng-
lish teachers, and students %%lio believe that reading is dying. There
are others who are more filial and have stated emphatically that reading
is dead. The following anecdotes provide some evidence of these behek.

In 1966, Marshall MeLtdian, addressing a group of poets, play-
wrights, and authors, admonished the writers to consider their futures.
Essentially NIcLulian claimed that what the group wrote would not be
read because reading was going out of' style. Short stories, novels, and
Plays w(011d be viewed on film and video tapes. Poetry would be heard
(as indeed it should be) on records, tapes, radio, and television. Printed
forms of creative writing would be transformed into non-linear produc-
tions and presented to the public through the mass-media. The impor-
tance of' reading would diminish steadily.

McLuhan's stress upon the impact of' media on our lives was rein-
forced in 1968 by a remark which appeared in a large metropolitan news-
paper after the death of Robert Kennedy: "Dad, I'm only eleven years
old and I've seen the assassination of' three great men on television."
Ilene was the prototype of the new generation speaking. This was the
child who had had television since birth. More familiar with the turn-.
of-a-dial technology than the turn-of'-a-page activity, this prototype of
McLuhan's prophecies can be called The Image Age Child. Not only
had he watched endless cartoons, commercials, soap-operas, sports and
westerns, but within the confines of his home, he had seen our young
President murdered and carried to his grave. Space shots and moon
walks became commonplace while the incredible violence of three more
assassinations, an unending war, zinc' urban and campus riots were sand-
wiched between situation comedies and old movies. Tnily McLuhan's
global village throbbed in black and white and living color in American
cities tral suburban "huts."

Small wonder that in significant ways The Image Age Child is diffe-
rent. Educators, nostalgically recalling themselves at the age of' their
students, may inaccurately compare and onerously contrast their remem-
bered youth with that of' the Now Student.

Recently an Image Age Child herself, Joyce Maynard, in her article,
"An 18-Year-Old Looks Back on Life," has provided some insight into
her generation in the following paragraph:

My generation is special because of what we missed rather than
what we got, because in a certain sense we are the first and the last.
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The first to take technology for granted. (What was a space shot to
us, txcept an hour cut from Social Studies to gather before a TV in
the gym as Cape Canaveral counted (lowu?) The first to grow up with

Nly sister was 8 when we got our set, so to her it seemed magic
and always somewhat foreign. She had known hooks already and
would never really replace them. But fnr me, the TV set was, like the
kitchen sink and the telephone, a fact of life.'

I ler wry descriptions of' the reading program in elementary school
and the "project of-the year- in English class provide convincing tes-
timony to the statements that reading is dying or dead. Reading, removed
from story or plot, from pathos or fun, from the htlillall experience, and
dissected into brief paragraphs followed inexorably with "questions at
the end," is hardly the way to keep reading alive, Colorful, carpeted
reading lab rooms filled with machines mid other audio-visual aids but
no books is hardly convincing proof that books are part of the v..lole
process, in l'act, the whole hien oldie vhole process. How have teacners
deluded themselves into thinking that the means have become ends
in themselves? I [reading is dying it is because many teachersare allowing
it to (lie in a most effective way -- through neglect.

The Image Age Child, at ease with technology, is capable and often
willing to become in 1)aniel Fader's words "hooked on books." He will
not read books if' books are not available. He will not be cajoled into
reading by teachers who do not read for their own enjoyment; who
(lo not discuss books; who do not share nor make available reading
experiences enthusiastically; who narrow the students' choice of "good"
books to read by imposing the teacher's arbitrary values upon contempor-
ary themes.

Unlike NIcLuhan, Alvin Miller seems to imply the vigorous survival
of the act and the art of reading. In his exciting book he has vividly
described the revolution taking place in the super-industrial countries
of the world, and he has suggested ways of coping with the accelerated
pace of life in order to prevent what he calls Future Slunk. In his address
to English teachers at their annual convention in 1971, Miller offered
encouragement with these words:

This revolution has deep implications (in' the work of many
of you in this room. It has profnund implications for the future
of language, for the future of poetry, for the future of metaphor
and metaphorical ways of thinking, and, above all, it has implications
for the education system in general2

If ,, 'ow . \'rn Ti., At
April 2.:, 1972, p. I I.
2:11vin "Enk.tlisli Education and Future Shock,- front his speech at the CEE
Luncheon. NCT (:onvt.ntion. 1.115 Vet.,,as Nvada, November 26,1971, reprinted in Eng-
/iv', Ethttation. NCT . Sprittit, 19 3, o. 146.
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In addition to urging 0,2 study of dynamic language, he reiterated
the importance of the literary experience as a means of coping with
rapid change, transience, and impermanence by stating:

People grow up knowing that their way of life is not the only
way of life, that there are alternatives. I believe in the presentation
of alternative ways of life, which is what drama and most literature
are about. These liberal arts have high adaptive value for the
individual and contribute to developing the thing we all talk about
called "imagination.- And imagination has survival value in the
society we're moving into.3

There are sonic very basic aspects of reading which seem to insure
its survival either as a distinct activity or as part of multi-media experi-
ences.

1. Reading Is Practical

The cost of entertainment and education increases yearly.
Although the price of books increases, most hooks can be read free of
charge or for a nominal sum. The advent of the paperback book allowed
more home libraries to be started, it encouraged the growth of large
classroom libraries. Books cost less than reading machines, television,
movies, plays. Although technically the day of the self-educated man
is over, the.time will probably never come when books cease to lie
an inexpensive way to further one's education.

7. Reading Is Portable

The paperback book fits in the bottom of a backpack while hiking
cross country. A woman's handbag, the pocket of a pair of jeans or a
jacket, the glove compartment of a car, the corner of a picnic basket,
easily accommodate paperbacks. Movie projectors, teaching machines,
and stereos are not as easily transported because they are heavier than
the "heaviest- book.

3. Reading Is Personal

Our society is group-oriented. Americans experience organized
group activities as early as two or three years of age. Perhaps in the
frontiers of the future, there will be less desire or need for such emphasis
upon groups. As our tastes develop we can choose books to suit ourselves
rather than going along with the crowd, as to a movie we would rather
not see, but we go because the group is going; we can choose to read
what we enjoy reading rather than follow the dictates of a crowd. Reading
is a personal means of entertainment.

4. Reading Is Private

There are times when we are forced to be alone and other times
when we want to he alone. Reading can be a private experience. Only

ibid., 1). 149.
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we make the decision to share our reading experiences. In reflective
moments, perhaps (hiring lonely times, the privacy of reading fills our
needs.

5. Wailing Is Pcrnuownt
Nothing is permanent, of course, but print in hook form has

a permanency not characteristic of the pace of film images, the elusive-
ness of music. One can stop anywhere on a line Of print, go hack a
paragraph or a page, skip ahead, or linger. Ideas can he kept by recording
them in writing and reading them in the future.

For those of us who belong to a pre-television era of books and
radios: for those who need no encouragement to read; for those of us
who earn our living through, with, or because of reading, the basic aspects
of reading as practical, portable, personal, private, and permanent may
seem obvious, right, and enduring. However, a group of undergraduates
enrolled in a reading education course at the University of Hawaii dis-
agreed vigorously with this point of view.'' Certainly that would he the
instructor's viewpoint, they responded, but it was not theirs. After all,
they said, -Heading is your thing.- They predicted they would read
less and less in the future. Again Joyce Maynard has reinforced their
predictions:

Having had so many pictures to grow up with, we share a corn-
mon visual idiom and have fitr less room for personal vision,5

Therefore, some type of creative cooperation is needed if we are
to preserve the valuable aspects of reading.

The creative cooperation of students and teachers can insure the
survival of reading as well as a better understanding of media in some
of the following ways:

1. Popular music has been used effectively by many teachers as
a bridge to wider reading, as an understanding of metaphor in the
popular, as well as the literary sense. Select song lyrics with images
and metaphors. Type the lyrics on 81/2 x 11 paper. Have trans-
parencies made of the typed lyrics on pastel shades of acetone.

2. Project the words in a semi-darkened room. Play the music. At
intervals superimpose slides of pictures chosen to interpret the song
over the projected lyrics. Have students respond to the interpretation
by critically reading the lyrics and commenting upon why certain
slides, films, or pictures were used.
3. Encourage groups of students to prepare media happenings based
upon the pro;ected lyrics of popular songs, of poems within the
course of study, of quotations, etc.

4Nlaria Schantz. I.(..eture. University ()I' Iluwuii, Slimmer, 1970.
5Joyet. Maynard, ()p. 1). 82.
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4. Prepare taped essays as developed by Herb Karl and described
by Dwight Burton in the revised edition of Literature Study in
the High Schnol.6 Enliven a unit on biography by presenting taped
essays of excerpts of biographies read as well as preparing special
accounts of family members or friends on cassette tape recorders.
5. Make the use of' the video tape a classroom habit by sharing
in informal or Ibunal ways the reading experiences of the group
or individuals.
6. Broaden the concept of reading to include reading beyond the
confines of the classroom. Encourage students to plan reading
experiences for the media conscious world, such as newscasts, hook -
talks and interviews for hospitals, prisons, drug rehabilitation
centers, etc.
7. Older students may find delight in reading children's books fbr
children by tape recording their readings of award winning books.
Arrange to give the tapes to the primary grades in your school,
to a nursery school, a children's ward of a hospital, or to a relative
or friend.
8. Read during school time. Plan au individualized reading program
and allow time during the regular school day wln everyone, includ-
ing the teacher, reads a book of his choice.
9. Creative dramatics, role-playing, and film-aking will ultimately
involve reading experiences.
Modern and future programs should incorporate these activities as

part of the literary experience.
To continue to promote the relevance of reading in a media-age

society, reaeing.instruction must discard its static image and take on
dynamic forms. Efforts must be made to capitalize on the influence of
the non-linear media and their relationships to reading. Reading cannot
chance movement toward becoming a spectator activity. New relevance
will he found in the act of reading if the reader understands that dynamic
participation is not only desirable but imperative.
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NEW HEROES FOR OLD?
HARLAN HAMILTON

lot r(ul fiction

From 1949-1964, Paul Witty, quietly and consistently, observed and
reported in various journals annually the of of televie wing upon
elementary and secondary school pupils in the Chicago area. He sum-
marized his findings fin the fifteen year period in the February, 1965,
issue of E/ementary English in an article (with Lloyd delis) entitled
''A 1964 Study of TV: Comparison and Comments.- One of the points
Witty repeatedly makes is that "on the average pupils watch three hours
of television to one hour of reading books.- (p.134). In 1967, Witty (with
Mary Ellen Batini ek), in an article called "A1967 Study ofTcleviewing,'"1
notes that the favorite book, (out of six listed), of seventh and eighth
graders, was related to a TV program"Man from U.N.C.L.E.--known
in the trade as a TV tie-in. The authors further note that few recently
written books were listed except those based on particular TV programs
(p. 735). Yet, by and large, Witty's observations and their implications
have apparently gone unheeded 1w the majority of English and reading
teachers in the United States.

In the fall of 1970, the writer interviewed Edward Wagner, president
of the Rengaw Book Service (the largest in New Jersey), Bergenfield,
New Jersey, whose twelve bookmobiles visit the 107 junior high schools
in the state during the course of the year. When asked which books
(paperbacks) sold the best, Wagner said that students buy TV tie-ins2
2-1 over all other books. No attempt is made by the distributor to "push"
one book over another; students buy the TV tie-ins voluntarily, because
they identify the characters, usually by a color photograph on the cover,
with the characters on their favorite television programs. In short, the
programs advertise the tie-ins.

Recently in Boston, Massachusetts, the writer was told by James
MacDougall, a fifth grade teacher at the Joyce Kilmer Elementary School
in West Roxbury, that the children at his school read many TV tie-ins
voluntarily, since they are not used as class texts. In fact, the writer
was told, TV tie-ins are the most populas books ordered through the

1. In Reading and Realism. J. Allen Figure', id. Vol. 13, Part 1, Proceedings of the
13th Annual Convention, International Reading Association, Newark, Delaware, 1969,
pp. 733-737.

2. A TV tie-in is defined by this writer as a paperback book with a story line (the
exception is Coat Cos which is the biography of Bill Cosby) adapted from an original
television program, usually a series. The characters in the tie-in originate on television
and have never befiire appeared in any medium. Publishers vary in their definition of
this term.
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various hook clubs. Currently, as of Spring 1972, the favorite title is
The Partridge Family.

With these thoughts (and others) in mind, the writer conducted a
six-week study of the reading and televiewing interests of 253 seventh
grade boys and girls at the Hillside School, Montclair, New Jersey, from
May 3-June 4, 19_71. The Hillside School is socially and racially integ-
rated; it is located in an essentially middle to upper middle class com-
munity, although the pupils come from varied socio-economic back-
grounds. the uniqueness of the Hillside School study, the writer feels,
is the proximity of the participants to a large metropolitan area which
offers a wide variety of television programs. Some of the writer's findings
reported in this monograph constitute a small part of his doctoral disserta-
tion for Boston University.

The Design of the Study
The study reported here investigated: (1) the time the participants

spent reading versus the time they spent televiewing; (2) a comparison
of the non-TV tie-ins the participants read versus the TV tie-ins they
read; (3)a comparison of the Nielsen ratings o f the most popular television
programs with the most popular books ("bestsellers") distributed by
American Educational Publications and Scholastic Magazines and Book
Services, Inc.

The investigator distributed a questionnaire ("TV Questionnaire")
to the participants in the study and asked such questions as; "How many
hours a day do you watch TV on your own? How many hours a day
do you read books on your own? What are your favorite TV programs?
List 5 in order of preference." The investigator administered a second
questionnaire ("My Likes ") in which he listed a mixture of 50 books,
half of which were titles suggested by the English teachers at the Hillside
School as being among the favorite books read by the pupils at the
school, and half of which were TV tie-ins selected by the investigator.
The selection of the 50 books was desgned to appeal to as wide a variety
of interests and tastes as possible. The participants were asked to circle
each title of the book on the list which held some interest for them.
An analysis of the two questionnaires was done by using standard statisti-
cal methods. A one-tailed t-test at the 95% level of confidence, the stan-
dard deviation and arithmetic means were used to compute the findings.

So that a comparison could be made between the most highly rated
television programs and the most popular books bought by children,
the investigator wrote to A. C. Nielsen Company and received from
them a rating of the most popular television programs for the years 1965-
1970. The investigator also wrote to American Educational Publications
and Scholastic Magazines and Books Services, Inc., and received from
them lists of their paperback "best sellers" for the years 1965-1970.
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Oisrussion of FituliNgs

On the basis of the -TV Vticstioaire" noted above, the inves-
tigator's findings correspond to those of Witty's in the amount of time
children spend reading versus the amount of time they spend tele-
viewing. In fact, there is no change since Witty's 1965 article men-
tioned curlier. The participants in the Ilillside School study spent three
times as much time watching television as they did reading, books.

The mean reading time per studentuen. per week was 3 hours \011ie
the mean teleicwing time per student per week was 23 hours. The
combined total reading time per week for all participants (N=253) was
197(i hours, The combined total televiewing time per week was 5750
hours.

On the basis ()Nile questionnaire -My Likes- which contained fifty
assorted titles of non-T tie-ins. and TV tie-ins, the investigator dis-
covered that the average number of non-TV tie-ins read per pupil was
:3.27 while the average number of TV tie-ins read per pupil was 7.54.
In other words, for every 2:3 tie-ins read, the participants read 10 non-
TV tie-ins. Seven students said did not read any of the books listed
on the questionnaire. The results of the questionnaire "fly Likes'' are
shown in Table 1.

Table I
Results of -N1y Likes'' Questionnaire

(N=253)

Overall Choices

Titles #Who Read Title
Medical Center 128
Room 222 122
The Mod Squad 114
NIannix 111
Hawaii Five-0 110
Mission: Impossible 110
Call of the Wild 100
NIarcus Welby, M.D. 94
Helen Keller 84
The Brady Bench 83

45

'7 Who Read
50.59
48.22
45.06
43.87
43.48
43.48
39.53
37.15
33.30
32.81
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Favorite TV Tie-in Choices
Titles #Who Read Title r,4 Who Read Title
Medical Center 128 50.59
Room 222 122 48.22
The Mod Squad 114 45.06
Mannix 111 43.87
Hawaii Five -() 110 43.48
Mission: Impossible 110 43.48
Marcus We !by, M.D. 94 37.15
The Brady Bunch 83 32.81
Get Smart 81 32.02
Cool Cos 79 31.23

Favorite Non-TV Tie-in Choices
Title #\Vho Read Title Who Read Title
Call of the Wild 100 39.53
Helen Keller 84 33.30
Torn SaWyer 67 26.48
Treasure Island 67 26.48
War Beneath the Sea 51 20.16
Lassie Come-Home 50 19.76
Diary of a Young Girl 47 18.58
Durango Street 34 13.44
Shane 33 13.04
Runaway Robot 11.46

Conspicuously lacking is interest in space and western stories. At
One time, Bonon:o and Star Trek (both the TV program and its tie-in)
held an interest for young people. Also worthy of note is that in this
study student interest in two long-running favoritesThe Man from
I.N.C.L.. and Dark Shadowsboth the TV program and its tie -in
counterpart have vanished. The TV tie -ins to both of these programs
enjoyed phenomenal success, each having about 26 titles in the series.
The fickleness of young televiewers' and readers' tastes, and the uncer-
tainties of television programs continuing, make the publishing of TV
tie-ins a hazardous and expensive venture.

For the 1969-70 school year, American Educational Publications
reported one TV tie -in among their best sellersThey Came from
Sea. Scholastic Magazines and Book Services, Inc. reported two TV tie -ins
among their best sellers: Mod Squad #4 and Dark Shadows.'''' The most

It should l noted that students really do not get a total choice of all available
paper) knic_s %votild include TV tic-ins. The two associations mentioned operate
on a 1.(ffccd-choice, book club selection bask which probably accounts for the reason
why more TV were not inclnded on their best seller lists.
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popular television programs rated by A. C. Nielsen Company for the same
period were:

1969

Bonanza' Hogan's Iferoes
Mayberry R.F.D. Bewitched
Room 222' Dark Shadows
Family Affair Edge of Night'
Nlannix One Life to Live

1970
The Partridge Family' My Three Sons
That Girl Comer Pyle US MC."
Room 222 Dark Shadows.'
The Mod Squad Edge of Night.'
Bewitched General Hospital
Medical (;enter.

General Hospital
The I lardy Boys
Perils of Penelope

Pitstop

One Life to Live
Harlem Globe Trotters
H.R. Puff 'n Stuff
The Hardy Boys
Hot Wheels

To summarize, two of the most popular hooks (The Mad Squad.
Dark Shdmrs.) for the 1969-70 period were adapted from two of the
most popular TV programs with the same name, although more may
have been popular were they freely offered as choices by the associations
mentioned. Currently, the most popular TV programs rated by Nielsen3
are: All in the Family,'" Marcus Welby, M.D., Lucille Ball, Gunsmoke,
Mary Tyler Moore, Dick Van Dyke, Mannix, and Hawaii Five -O.''
Implications of the Hillside School ulyl

It seems clear to the writer that on the basis of the data presented
in this monograph that television is creating new folk heroes who are
replacing the old ones in (sub) literature. It also seems clear to him
that with the known interests children have in television (one of the
realities that lins to he faced in most instances), their lack of interest
in reading (which is one of the major problems facing the schools today),
and the search for relevancy in the school curriculum, that English and
reading teachers might well consider the potential use of TV tie-ins
as a way to spur pupil interest in reading and hopeflilly use them as
a bridge to good literature with its enduring values.

Imlit..ates a 1\ tie-in i4 adapted from the same. program.
.3. liol) Neu- lurk l'ost. Vol. 171, No. 52 (January 18. 1972), p. 79.
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ASIR'. BA). I/O r 111// N(NN' YOtk 1)ell Publishing Co., 1970.

As idiotic, ichael. N,,N. York: Signet Books, 19(18.

1/(ititiev. New. York: Popular Library, 1968.

Pio.tridgc NeNN York: (trtjs Books, 1970,

Blish, Trck. Ness York: liantato Books, 19(17.

CassidaY Bruce. \k 4.11)1i. VD. Ness. York: At:e Publishing Corp., 1970.
Cohen, .Ioel II. Coo/ CM. N (*NV York: Scholastic Book Services, 1969.
Daniels, Norman. The Mil NeNV York: Paperback Library, 196(1,

1)eming, Richard. Tin 1/10 8410(01. NeNV York: Pyramid Books, 1970

Fairmaii, Paul \V. TIffil Girl. New. York: Popular Library, 1971.
Garforth, John. 1714: ..1,rengcrs. Ness. York: litrkles. Publishing (:orp., 1967.

Hint., Al. licitHrlicil. New York: Dell Publishing Co., 1965.
\Villiatii. The Bunch. Ntsv York: Lancer Books, 19(19.

flo New York: Ace Books, 1968.
Gel Nt:ss. York: Tempo Books, 1965.

Vritissit mu/ i'rofessor. Ni ss. York: Lancer Books, 1970.

Rows, 22.2. NCNV York: Tempo Books, 1970.

'ichru Cmise /3i-orison. Ness York: Pyramid Books, 19(19.

The: l(inig iiebets. New York: Ac, Books, 1970.
()sveti, 1)eitn. Ness. York: Paperbac:k Library, 1968.
Phillifent, .Iolut T. Tile frittst New York: Ace Pub. Corp., 1967.
Ross, Alarilyti. /)(//k.ti/mt/orcs. New York: Paperback Library, 1970.
Sototia, \Vii.s.tie. The High (11(ipurnil. Ness. York: Tempo Books, 1969.

Stratton, (:11ris..11.(iii.ii/ Critter. Ness. York: Popular Library, 1970.

Thompson, Jim. /rims/dr. Ness' 1.011:: Popular Library, 1967.
Walker, Max. impos.sib/r. Ness' York: Popular Library, 1968.

'Frequently when TV tie-ins are published as a series, such as The Man from U.N.C.I..E.,
various authors will participate in writing the separate titles in the series. One exception
is the author of Durk SluloWS. Also, publication dates will change as each new title of
the series is published. However, the original publisher usually remains the same.
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THE REEL WORLD
NI. JERRY \\PENS

Alien and Linda Kirschner in their book of readings, FILNI:
READINGS IN TII NIASS \ V. )IA, make this most appropriate obser-
vation on page duct. of their 'introduction:-

believe in our filmsthrough thcin We live lives far different
place, or 61..11111titalle front our prosaic existencies. And

we believe in our film heroesthey are our alter egos, exciting.
romantic extensions of ourselves. We dream and we initiate. We
become.

We are what we pretend to be, the novelist Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.,
has suggested. And films, despite our beli el in their reality, are pre-
tend. As such, they offer both a great opportunity and a great danger.
To view a world larger than our own may enable us. Such a world
may lend insight into our own lives. Like Dustin Hoffman in
'I'IIE GRADUATE, we may he able to maintain our Own identity
in a hostile world, But films can also diminish us. Seeing a world
we never niade nor ever hope to make may lessen our view of our-
selves and in so doing thwart our own growth. We can't he James
Bond in GOLI3FINGEB, and in attempting to imitate him we may
only fail to develop our own potentials. Films we must remember,
are a reproduction, not reality, even though we have been assured
for over a century that '`the camera does not lie.-

Well maybe it doesn't lie; perhaps it just fibs a bit, exaggerates,
glamoriz.es, and romanticizes. But above all, the camera does influ-
ence .

lore and more people. including .students in our secondary schools
and colleges are interested in this "unreal-real" world of cinema. More
courses are being ored to help feed those interests. Such courses
deal with many aspects of the film, technicalhow to make movies;
aesthetic and culturalfilm as an art form; historical--the development
of the Min throughout the decades and a study of the people who led in
the various stages of development. Publishers have poured forth with
many excellent publications, and the rest of this presentation will deal
with an analysis of some of the current paperbacks available in this field.

One basic reference book stands out over all of the rest: Leslie
Halliwell's A FILMGOER'S COMPANION. Over six thousand entries
offer interesting, often humorous, information about films, directors,
actors, technical crews, and special film-making terms, films which have
been based on certain themes, and much more. It might well be sub-titled:
"What you always wanted to know about films but were afraid to ask."

Three writers, and their books, give interesting perspectives on the
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history ..nil the development of the movies: Kenneth Macgowan's
BEHIND THE SCREEN, Gerald Mast's A SHORT HISTORY OF THE
MOVIES, Arthur Knight's TILE LIVELIEST ART. Each treats key
figures, such as Griffith, Eisenstein, DeMille, Disney, among others,
who added to the world's achievements in cinema art. Photographs are
plentiful in all three hooks, and the indices are most comprehensive.
Each writer chooses special anecdotes to illustrate his points, and that's
what makes reading so interesting and rewarding, although somewhat
repetitive. Mast's book is the most up to date; Macgowan's stress is
in-depth treatment of certain characteristics of filmmaking through the
decades; Knight focuses primarily on contributions of key directors and
personalities.

Rodger Larson with Ellen Meade has developed a most practical
guide, YOUNG FILMMAKERS, for those who would be interested in
making 8min or 16111111 movies, Plenty of examples are included in the
form of photographs. The language is simple and clear; this is an excellent
publication kr the novice in filmmaking. Edward Pincus' GUIDE TO
FILM MAKING has much more depth and is fbr the more sophisticated,
more mature filmmaker. This book includes pertinent information on
such items as lighting techniques, how to choose a good laboratory,
what kinds of film to use, sound synchronization process, etc. Leonard
Makin, in his book, BEHIND THE CAMERA: THE
CINEMATOGRAPHER'S ART, presents an excellent introduction to
the role of the cinematographer in motion picture development. Inter-
views with five masters in this field offer practical suggestions and show
the responsibilities and creative talents for those who endeavor to
"make movies better than ever."

As people have become more interested in the technical aspects
of filmdom, they have shown a growing interest in the impact that cinema
is making as an art form. Ralph Stephenson and John Debrix, in THE
CINEMA AS ART, acquaint the reader with essential ingredients fir
making and appreciating motion pictures. Criteria are suggested for judg-
ing the qualities of a film. This book is an excellent introduction to
the concepts of visual literacy and aims at improving the role of the
spectator as a consumer and artistic being in the world of movie making.
David A. Sohn's FILM: THE CREATIVE EYE continues the discussion
of film literacy in a most constructive and helpful manner. His book
is filled with many helpful photographs and suggested activities for help-
ing each reader to be a more careful and creative observer. Rudolf
Arnheim, in his book, FILM AS ART, states: "Shape and color, sound
and words are the means by which man defines the nature and intention
of his life.. ." (p.6.) He offers concise, stimulating ideas for developing
standards for judging films.

John Howard Lawson's FILM: THE CREATIVE PROCESS is a
case "for an audio - visual language and structure." The author takes the
reader carefully into the world of the film, not only from an historical
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point of view, but also from a critical reference point, and helps such
a wader become a more sensitive, knowledgeable viewer. Illustrations
and comments on stii films as 'HIE BIRTH OF A NATION, Charlie
Chapl TI I E TRANI P, BEN 11 UR (1926), CITIZEN CANE, BICYCLE
TI LIEF, THE SEVENTH SEAL, DEATH OF A SALESMAN, BALLAD
OF A SOLDIER, indicate significant processes and themes for develop-
ing film as an :irt form.

Publishers have contributed generousl to cinema buffs by providing
several excellent sources of information about directors, an analysis of
their techniques and achievements. One of the best critiques is by
Andrew Sarris in THE AMERICAN CINEMA: DIRECTORS AND
DIRECTIONS 1929-1968, He has arranged the directors into categories
in order to -maintain sonic perspective on careers as coherent identities.

(p. 17), The list is long and detailed; the information is valuable
for any tih scholar. Sarris, in another volume, INTERVIEWS WITH
FILM DIRECTORS, helps readers to become more familiar with the
real contributions of the director and urges the public to recognize these
achievements more than in the past. The interviews are with such
authorities as Michelangelo Altonioni, Ingma Bergman, Peter Brook,
Luis 13untiel, Charles Chaplin, George Cukor, Sergei Eisenstein,
Federico Fellini, John Ford, Jean-Luc Godard, John Huston, Alfred
Hitchcock, Otto Premingerfean Renoir, Roberto Rosseliini, Erich von
Stroheim, Orson \Mies. All of' "the new waves- and the "new move-
ments- are pin-pointed through these personal accounts. The director's
eyes and ideas are carefully recorded and shared eagerly with those
in search of such infrmation.

Jerome Agel has edited a significant volume, THE MAKING OF
KUBRICK'S 2001. The facts and figures, the sweat and blood, the prob-
lems and progress are all recorded for this gigantic Hollywood endeavor.
The reader meets the total personalities involved with this production
and then has the chance to read audience reactions and to hear the critics
sound off. This book is a "blast oil" by itself.

From this point, it is easy to see why publishers and readers are
eager to obtain scenarios. The list is growing every day. Simon and
Schuster have available two major series: Modern Film Scripts, which
include De Sia's THE BICYCLE THIEF. Truffaut's JULES AND JIM,
Graham Greene and Carol Reed's TY1E THIRD MAN, Lindsay Anderson
and David Sherwin's IF. . . .; Classic Film Series, which include Renoir's
RULES OF THE GAME, Eisenstein's POTEMKIN, Lang's NI, von Stern-
berg's THE BLUE ANGEL. Also available are the scripts for JOE,
THE TROJAN WOMEN, SUNDAY BLOODY SUNDAY, MIRACLE
IN MILAN, HUTU I CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE KID, SMILES
OF A SUMMER NIGHT, THE SEVENTH SEAL, WILD
STRAWBERRIES, FACES, CARNAL KNOWLEDGE, WE:
MYSTERIES OF THE ORGANISM,' and TO KILL A NIOCKINGBI RD,
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to name just a few. Many of these scenarios have special introductions
by the directors or producers or screen writers.

One cannot overlook the excellent collections of film criticism cur-
rently available. If as readers people are to develop critical thinking
abilities, then it is hopeful that as viewers audiences will develop higher
standards and expect greater use of film to stimulate man's intelligence
and senses. Pauline Kael is considered by many to be one of the most
influential movie critics on the contemporary scene. Three of her books
are currently available in paperback editions: I LOST IT AT THE
MOVIES; KISS KISS BANG BANG: and GOING STEADY. Rex Reed
talks candidly about his experiences with films and film personalities
in DO YOU SLEEP IN THE NUDE? and CONVERSATIONS IN THE
RAW. Dwight Macdonald reveals his thorough involvement with the
film industry and his struggle for better fare in ON MOVIES. Hollis
Alpert and Andrew Sarris have edited an excellent collection of film
criticism in the volume FILM 68/69. Joy Gould Boyum and Adrienne
Scott have brought together many points of view in FILM AS FILM:
CRITICAL RESPONSES TO FILM ART.

The reel world goes on and on. If films are better than ever, then
the paying public is demanding quality entertainment. To achieve this
expectation, more and more teachers are using films and film publications
as a major part of their programs. Books, such as Anthony Schillaci and
John M. Culkin's FILMS DELIVER, the Report of the English Study
Committee's (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education) THE USES
OF FILM IN THE TEACHINC, OF ENGLISH, and Sharon Feyen's
SCREEN EXPERIENCE: AN APPROACH TO FILM, are providing
guidelines for helping teachers to become more familiar with the nature,
purposes, and values of film study. Through such progress new worlds
can be available to man; new methods can be found for expressing his
feelings and his ideas. The camera as an influential force can be used
more responsibly for helping many to understand the dreams, the hopes,
the lives of others. Imaginations can soar; emotions can be shown; and
the reader and film-goer can continue to find pleasure in and through
their experiences.
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THE USE OF
PAPERBACKS IN SOCIOLOGY

JERE COHEN

With the increasing number of sociology books coining out in paper-
back it is becoming coolnloll to find courses based largely or even entirely
on paperback texts and additional readings. One typical format employs
a single expensive hardcover text or monograph supplemented by four
or five paperbacks. Increasingly, however, it will be possible to assign
six or seven paperbacks for purchase, with no hardbacks, as more and
more paperback editions become available. This will produce a book
list costing between twenty and twenty-five dollars, and will give the
student the most for his money in two ways. First, he will be able to
add the largest number of references to his permanent collection.
Secondly, he will reduce his dependence on library reserve rooms with
their limited numbers of copies. His effectiveness, reading convenience,
and likelihood of doing the assigned reading will all be enhanced.

Let me exemplify the trend toward all-paperback courses by describ-
ing my own assignments in introductory sociology. I have been using
Broom and Selznick's Pr/tic/pies. of Sociotogy as my text and supplement-
ing it with paperbacks in key topic areas. This had added depth in what
tends, perhaps too much, to be a survey course. Students desire additional
depth, and paperback supplements provide it.

Iy most popular choice has been Harrington's The Other America,
an extremely well-written account of American poverty. Although this
book is old, the situation has not changed greatly, and the capacity of
this book to inspire and motivate students is unusual. In the area of
bureaucracy, I feel that Bureaucracy in Modern Society is an excellent
summary of research and theory. The revised edition, by Blau and Meyer,
features such topics as Weber's theory of bureaucracy, Michels' iron
law of oligarchy, and the impact of bureaucracy on a democratic society.
Its only shortcomings are its failure to discuss the most recent trends
in bureaucracy and its straightforward, technical style of presentation.
A paperback with a less technical approach, a less technical style, a
point of view, and a concern with the most current developments in
American bureaucracy is George Berkley's The Administrative
Revolution. While not as solid, it may prove more appealing to students
whose motivation ,old ability are average or below. I have considered
substituting it for Blau and Meyer.

Although a number of books of readings for introductory sociology
have appeared in paperback, I have my favorite, Studio's in American
Society, edited by Derek Phillips, and believe I know why it has been
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successful with my students. Whereas most books of readings consist
of five to ten-page excerpts, the selections in Phillips run thirty to forty
pages each. This provides depth and gives the student something he
can really get into. The selections describe case materials and research
data in the areas of family, community, delinquency, race, bureaucracy
and voting. The articles are selected from works which are not only
appealing and informative but are -standards- that every future graduate
student will need for taking qualifying exams. Thus, at the beginning
level the student is becoming familiar with Komarovsky's Working Class
Wires, the very important Group Proces.s aml Gang Delinquency by
Short and Strodheck, Gans' Urban Villagers., and Robin Williams'
Strangers. Next Door.

We can generalize that the paperbacks above have been much more
successful than the hardback textbook in motivating students and in
providing substantial coverage as opposed to cursory treatment. The
trend toward an all-paperback introductory course can be desirable, then,
in reducing the proportion of the course that depends on a text and
increasing the depth coverage in institutional areas. It simply involves
the adoption of a paperback text, which I intend to do next year.

Fortunately, the short form of Broom and Selznick has now come
out in paper. This form retains the solid treatment of basic concepts
while dropping the institutional chapters, which are mixed in qoality
and student appeal. I recommend this text for a good conceptual back-
ground presented in a straightfOrward manner. I will suggest an alterna-
tive paperback text, however, which lends a bit more interest than Broom
and Selznick. Peter Berger's An invitation to Sociology could supple-
ment the short form of Broom and Selznick or substitute for it.

The. bonus for using a paperback text may now be apparent. An
additional paperback monograph may be added to the book list. While
the possibilities here are vast, let me suggest two paperbacks that meet
the criteria of depth, content of knowledge of current centrality in the
field of sociology, and interesting presentation. Scott Greer became
important in urban sociology largely through two books, Governing the
.1/(qt-oo/M. and T/ Emerging City: Myth and Reality. While both deal
with urban politics, Governing the Metro/Hts. has a fine treatment of
urban ecology and The Emerging City contains much of Greer's famous
work on urban life styles. Since Greer is an exciting sociologist and
a fascinating writer, I intend to adopt one of these books next year for
my all-paperback introductory course.

This semester I am teaching two senior-level courses, research
methods and sociology of education. In methodology I am using the
one-paperback-plus-paperbacks format, while sociology of education is
an all-paperback course. While the all-paperback course may be more
interesting for purposes of this essay, let me also describe the
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Illtilin101014y adlieVillg success largely because of' the
paperbacks employed.

Nlethodology need not be dry or boring if the right reading assign-
MOWS all! selected. Tilt' Standard infurniatiuu is available ill appealing
jinni iu LIR books described below.

Perhaps the most oncrete skills taught in methodology are the con-
strution of questionnaires and the proper techniques for interviewing
respondents. Unfortunately, the best book on these two arts is not yet
in iiperbaek. The Dynamics of Interviewing by Kahn and Cannell pre-
sents complete and sound information in an interesting way. Charles
Cannell himself* is highly impressive in his concern with the soundness
Of research, and the book reveals the art of sound survey research suc-
cinctly and uses a mixture of principles and examples. This is not a
new book, and I suspect it could come out in paperback if the demand
were there. Unfortunately, methodology is usually taught from less
appealing ha nlbacks written by authors less expert than Gunnell and
Kahn. I recommend the rediscovery ofthis book as it incurs (dncountging
its publication in paperback,

Of the paperbacks I have assigned, two are (plite appealing, and
one though difficult and technical, is the hottest book in its area. ('ntil)! ru-
sive Aleasures. by Eugene Webb and others, complements Tlu'l)ynamies
01. Interviewing beautifully. It rounds out the topic of data collection
by locussi Jig on non-survey data. This book is more interesting to students
than anything else I have seen in the area of methodology. Also well-
written is Tlw Nature Statistics, by Wallis and lioberts, which deals
with sampling, measurement, and data analysis, Excerpted from their
Sint A .Vete Appeiach. it discards sections dealing with mathemati-
cal statistics and retains those dealing with methodological issues. Par-
ticularly fine is the chapter on the misuses of statistics. This book has
not shared the recent popularity of Unobtrusive Measures as fOr as I
can tell, and thus may be something of a "find.'' The most difficult
book I have chosen, Experimental and Onasi-Exprimental Designs for
Research. is the center of current controversies and a prime reference
On research design for many up-to-date research sociologists. It is an
important book that informs about the research of famous sociologisk
with reputations for good methodology, It discusses reliability, validity,
panel studies, matched samples, randomization, trend data, regression
effects and many more topics. Since this is my first adoption, I cannot
say how accessible this valuable information will be to students, My
plan is for them to build up to it with easier readings on similar topics.

One error frequently made in teaching methodology is to teach stu-
dents to produce research but not how to consume it critically, Phillip
Ilanumnid's Sociologists at ll'ork has been popular at Indiana as a paper-
back that describes research projects from the investigators' viewpoints.
It can be assigned to provide a common base of knowledge for critical
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evaluations of James Coleman's The Adolescent Society. S. NI. Lipsces
'nion Denrotray, and several other famous studies. Since more students

will consume research findings than will ever produce them, this
approach can be of utmost interestand usefulness to students.

For those who wish to stress the relationship between theory and
research, let me Ihruish infbrmation you may already know. Merton's
definitive essays On this topic have been reprinted in paperback form.
The methodological essays from Social Theory and Soria/ Structure
have their own title in paperback: On Theory/ iral Sociology. For theory
construction I recommend Arthur Stinchcombe's relatively new Con-
st ruct sig Social Theories. Thus, it is possible to conceive of methodology
as more than research methods and to add excellent paperbacks by lead-
ing sociologists.

Sociology of education is a broad area, but it is possible to find
good paperbacks on most topics. The majority of the important studies
and ideas in this area arc, fortunately, in paperback fOrm.

There are several good books of readings, which either pull together
important journal articles in many areas or put together good articles
on a more special topic. Let me recommend two general readers and
three that are more specialized.

Halsey, Flood and Anderson cover many topics in Education,
12onomy. and Society. Equality in educational selection is discussed
in articles by Natalie Rogoff and Arnold Anderson, among others, includ-
ing Floud and Halsey themselves. Ralph Turner's work on sponsored
and contest mobility and Burton Clark's essay on schools' "cooling-out"
function arc also among the contents. In the section on social influences
in educational achievement, Basil Bernstein has a piece on linguistic
development, and Joseph Kahl discusses the aspirations of "common
man" boys. This is a comparative reader, including articles about Euro-
pean as well as American education.

Bell and Stub also offer a good variety of articles in The Sociology
4P:duration: A Sou rcebook. Vhi le duplicating the Education, Economy,
and Sorb ti/ articles by Rogoff, Turner, and Clark, it also offers Frieden-
berg's "The School as a Social Environment," the Hughes, Becker and
Geer piece on student culture in medical school, Becker's articles on
teacher-student and teacher-principal relations, an article on educational
aspirations of Negro mothers, an article on teachers' salaries, and several
articles on the role of the teacher. In the area of the school as a socializing
agent, Rossi and Rossi discuss the effects of parochial school education.
Among other contributors are C. Wayne Gordon, Robert Havighurst,
E. Digby Baltzell, Kitsnse and Cicourel, Martin Trove, and Talcott Par-
sons. Clearly this reader has a lot to offer.

The choice between these two readers must depend on the fOcus
of the course to be offered. If the role of schools in the mobility process
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is the chief topic or a comparative approach is featured, the Halsey,
Flood, and Anderson reader must be preferred. Otherwise, the Bell and
Stub covers a broader range Of topics.

Three good specialized readers may be obtained in paperback. One
is on An lerican colleges and two arc on student protest.

Nevitt Sanford's The American Uollege is a standard work in its
area, used in many courses related to higher education. Especially not-
able are Newcomb's chapter on college peer groups, the aforementioned
I I tighes, Becker and Geer essay, Summerskill's chapter on college drop-
outs, and Robert Knapp's essay on college teachers and their back-
grounds. There are also additional articles on college teachers and a
chapter on student personality change in college.

Prol.si! by Foster and Long and Black rower aml Student Rebellion
by NIcEvoy and NI il Icr both provide concrete data on student demonstra-
tions, both have articles by Richard Flacks analyzing the reasons why
certain students are most likely to protest, and both treat the black student
protester. The McEvoy and Miller book has a good article by Kenneth
Keniston and all article on the role of police in escalating riots, but
the Foster and Long book bos a good essay by Clark Kerr, one by Alexan-
der ,astir, and Bill Morgan's article on the role of the faculty in student
demonstrations. The decision here is once again a matter of taste and
course focus, but I would (and did) pick the Foster and Long reader,
which seems to present more hard data. Nly sense is that the Foster
and Long reader is more widely adopted, but I have seen no sales figures
on this and thus cannot be certain.

The importance of these readers in teaching the sociology of educa-
tion is magnified by the lack of any really good textbook in hardback -
or paperback, Instead of a textbook, a general and a specific reader can
he adopted.

The closest thing to a text that I can recommend is Willard Waller's
classic Ti Sociology of Teaching. Simple and anecdotal in its presen-
tation, it offers genuine insights into the role of the teacher, community
attitudes toward schools and teachers, classroom interaction, and student
society. Although it is not a new book, its insights definitely apply to
today. Its breadth of coverage makes it text-like.

Two literatures that are highly accessible in paperback are the high
school literature and the radical-reform literature. For those using The
American College, a research monograph on the high school can provide
course balance. Hollingshead's E/mtown's Youth is a real classic and
I recommend it. One of the first works to document a middle-class bias
in secondary schools, it shows the impact of the community on the schools.
It also shows the way the community stratification system affects the
student social system of cliques and dates. Its appealing presentation
makes it my choice above Stinchcombe's Rebellion in a High School
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and James Coleman'sTlic Adolescent Society. Rebellion in a High School
provides good evidence on the legitimacy of school authority, student
alienation, discipline problems at school, and the relationship between
high school training and the labor market. Its argument, though valuable,
is complex and somewhat jumbled, and thus it is somewhat inaccessible
to students and fails to interest them. The famous Athilescent Society
is not only the most complex to read, but its conclusions are open to
serious question. Although you may have heard a lot about this book
and it is in paperback, I would suggest avoiding it in favor of Eh/dory/is
Ionth.

The two big names in the radical-reform movement are Edgar
Friedenberg and Paul Goodman. If a single selection in a reader will
not suffice in your treatment of Friedenberg, I recommend Coming
of Age in Anrica. Although he has other books in paperback, this one
is the best statement of his overall viewpoint. Two essays by Paul
Goodman, -Compulsory N lis- education- and The Community of
Scholars- have been combined into a single book. Although Growing
I), Absurd his most famous book, it deals little with schools, while
Conquilsorfi .11is-education and The Community Uf Seim/ars is all about
schools. Goodman's ideas stimulate considerable student discussion and
deal with current issues. Even though there is little supporting evidence,
they can have a place in a sociology course and are considered a kind
of sociology by many. I have adopted both Coming Age anclCompul-
sory .11i.s-education. I would avoid Silberman's Crisis in the Classroo,
though it is in paper. While it seems to discuss education from a radical-
reform viewpoint, I find in it a shotgun approach rather than a consistent
intellectual position, and furthermore, only part of the book is about
schools.

Two other well -known monographs in the sociology of education
are in paper, and I recommend adding them to those already suggested.
The p..dueativnai Deeision-makers by Cicourel and Kitsuse studies the
role of the counselor and examines whether counselors help perpetuate
social inequalities. The Aratieit. Marko/dace by Caplow and McGee
is well written and informative about the labor market situation of college
teachers. Systematic data and anecdotes complement each other in this
popular book.

To sum up, then, a complete book list could include two readers,
Waller, Einitown's Youth, two radical-reform books, The Educational
Decision Makers, and The Actuiemic Marketphice. This would certainly
give a good undergraduate exposure to the sociology of education.

The only neglected topic would be socialization, and here the best
hardbacks would not be worth students' purchase, since only a few chap-
ters from each would convey the basic arguments. I recommend the
following library readings from hardbacks:
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E. 1)tirldiciin, .1/os a/ ram (:haptrs -1, 5, 15 and 16.
T. Newcomb :riot K. Feldman, /mow/ of (..o//e,gc, (:11apter 2.
A. ( :reek y and P. Rossi, The ancaiion of Cai/w/ic Americans,

Chapter 3 and Chapters 5-7.
11. Becker, /ion in \I./1W. (:hapters 8, 1(), 1:3, 11 and 16.

Aside from these fexy readim,s, hoxvever, most of tin. course Call
come right out of the recommended paperbacks. I consider tills, in effect,
au all-paperback course. I expect the trend tnward more iind more all-
paperback courses to continue in sociology.
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SOCIAL FACTORS
IN READING INSTRUCTION

JOE BRUNNER

In his book, high School Students Speak Out. David Mallory (1962)
reports on some rather reveali ng conversations with high school students.
In response to the question, "What did you read that struck you as par-
ticularly interesting or worthwhile .. .?" an 11th grade student replied:

Well, let's see. We read Paradise Lost but that was pretty cut and
dried. Then . . . there was Shakespeare . . . but that was pretty
hard to understand a lot of the time. . ...We did read some drama.
We did have a free reading program that we got marked on. It
wasn't the number of hooks we read, it was the kind of hooks,
you know what I mean. . .? (p. 19)

A fairly typical and candid response to a question regarding our
literature programs? An atypical and "not so candid" response from a
carefree student who didn't take the interview seriously enough? Obvi-
ously whichever position the reader finds himself aligned with will to
a large degree be a result of his experiences with schools, teachers and
curricula. It is not within the scope of this paper to directly comment
on nor analyze the nature of those experiences. Writers such as Paul
Goodman, Edgar Friedenberg, Jonathan Kozo!, John Holt, and most
recently Ivan Mich have been both prolific and perceptive in reporting
on the nature of the schooling process.

What is called for, however, is a comparative analysis of the nature
of children's reading experiences in school with the nature of reading
in a philosophical sense.

For example, the extent to which students are graded on their reading
habits, tastes, choices, etc., cis-a-cis the major purpose of literature, i.e.,
enjoyment, will result in killing the very thing we're aftergetting stu-
dents to read, read, read!

This -killing- of reading begins in the elementary grades. From
the start we tell children, "Now we will read a story" (from the basal
reader), the children have an expectation orstory- based on their experi-
ences with story-telling in the home, the folklore of the community,
etc. The teacher begins the story, "Dick and Jane have a dog named
Spot ". A look of' bewilderment on the children's faces? Why? What has
occurred is that the children recognize a discrepancy between the defini-
tion of "story" by the teacher and their experiences with stories. To
the extent that schools ignore this discrepancy is that degree to which
children will be turned off by storiesin the first grade!!

Teachers should not call basals stories, but tell the children that
there exists certain kinds of literature, the basal being just one type.
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Also, we should tell our children that the mastery of certain skills in
the basal will free them to read true story books. This way the basal
becomes a means to an end, not an end in itself.

Children also get turned off at an early age by certain teachers who
view literature as something that can be taught, and inns! be tested.
This mentality of certain educators has resulted in students not wanting
the books they read and re-read introduced into the curriculum. Midler),
(1962) reports on five students discussing among other books, Camus'
The Plague. Dostoyevsky's Notes .fro.ni (Tnderground, and Freud's Inter-
pretation Dreams. Ile questioned the students as to whether or not
those hooks had been discussed in a course. "Oh no, that would kill
them", replied one student. Another added, "You make them part of
the curriculum and you kill them. Then it's the old lock step. You're
reading for tests, f'or teacher's interpretation, fr grinding analysis of
point after point.. . .They ought to leave us something that's ours."

In essence, literature is or rather should be "just ours", a world
of' discourse, a world for the young and not so young, a world, as Leland
Jacobs so aptly calls it, ''that is, but never was."

The values that teachers and students have regarding literature and
reading can only be understood in social and philosophical contexts.
It is for this reason that the first segment of this paper discussed the
philosophical aspects of' reading, albeit in a cursory way.
Social Factors in Reading

When students fail in the reading process, and the statistics about
the years of' retardation in the turban milieu is especially discouraging,
one can turn to a number of' places for causes. The obvious place to
look for the answer is the child. Our cumulative folders with their precise
diagnostic categories are filled with labels reflecting this orienta-
tioni.e., stated simply, the child's fault he's failing." This concept
about children is rampant and readily accepted in many of' our schools.
According to this viewpoint, whatever the reason given (constitutional,
environmental, or both) the child is viewed as being deficient in various
ways. The remedial programs in speech, reading and language which
our schools offer are often based on these assumptions about children.
We are all familiar with the labels that are given to children who attend
these programs, (culturally deprived, lignisfically impaired, non-verbal,
minimal brain damage, etc.). Aside from offering little information about
the children, these labels are also specious. (Mackler and Giddings,
1967)

Attother place one can turn to for causative factors is the area of
teacher attitudes. The initial demands for accountability and decentrali-
zation of our turban schools grew out of, among other things, the feeling
that classroom teachers (especially white teachers in predominately black
and Puerto Rican schools could not possibly be tuned into the sociologi-
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Cal and edneillitillal needs of the children. Indeed, at one time in the
60's books were filled with personal accounts Oldie attitudes ofelassroo
teachers in these urban schools. It wasn't too difficult to infer that teachers
as a grolip were conspiring against the children in the schools. If it
wasn't the teachers per se, it was a whole political monster working
overtime to encumber the urbon educational scene. (Stein, 1971)

This paper is not an attempt to analyse the many complex problems
in urban education; however. this writer believes that there is credence
in these points of view and encourages the reader to seriously peruse
the literature in this area.

A third place one can look for causative factors in reading failure
is in the materials thellitielVeS. must lie made aware of the
variety of materials available, but more importantly, they must become
conscious of the ways they can use this variety to make the task of
matching student and instruction an easier one. This plethora of reading
material was made possible by the revolution in technology.. This
technology, when properly used by teachers, should extend their power,
not limit it. For example, the SRA Kits initially brought about
individualized and multiple level skill presentations, which when prop-
erly nsed could extend the power of the teacher. These same kits also
brought about grouping, patterns ill classrooms that teachers were reluc-
tant to experiment with. In many ways the same is true of' the more
-modern- kits such as Pic Way It Is (Xerox) and licadingAttainmcitt
Sustem (Grolier Educational Corporation).

The same technology has brought about the paperback revolution.
(Not in the sense of revolutioniIing- the schools, however.) Cohen
(1968) reported that basically the subject of paperbacks does not rate
even a conference paper presentation in the tradition of normal research
reporting. However, since one of the goals in this article is to shed
some light on the social aspects of reading instruction, 1 would he
remiss if the topic of paperbacks were circumvented. The prime focus
in the area of paperbacks has been in what would commonly be called
the afective- environment. Fader and McNeil (1968) demonstrated
in a rather convincing way that the placement of paperbacks in the envi-
ronment of "disad.vantaged- kids get them "hooked.- Both the Norvell
(1958) and the Squire and Applebee (1968) studies reinforce each other
in their findings of' reading preferences of students. Even without such
research findings, the advantages of paperbacks are well known to both
teacher and student alike. To the student the paperback offers privacy
(he can get into it by himself). and it also offers hin mobility (he can
put it into his pocket and go). To the teacher the paperback offers new
alternatives to the normal instructional program. As different readability
levels. conceptual levels, interest levels and content levels are introduced
into the curriculum, new and different kinds of meaning systems will
be brought into the classroom. Furthermore, alternative modes of class-
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room interaction will appear; students and teachers will be freer in
their approach to one another. Perhaps initially the teacher will need
to articulate this -new" feeling to his class; however, eventually students
will internalize this approach to learning and truly feel involved in con-
trolling their own destinies. Jai -ies Coleman and others found that this
feeling of control over one's destiny to he a critical variable indetermining
students' achievement levels. See Equulity of Educational Opport
(Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1966).

Paperbacks also provide the teacher with a good opportunity to match
the student and the material more closely than a single text could ever
hope to do. When students choose a book to read they are in many
ways expressing their needs, interests and concerns. It is for this reason
that we as teachers should allow this biographical information to come
through in their selections, readings and interpretations of literature.
For example, Sarah E. Wright's novel This Child's Gonna Lire will
have totally different affective meanings for this writer than for a black
woman rearing a family in the South. Whose meaning is "right- is not
the question. What was the purpose of the novel, movie, poem, is not
the question. Nlany times the author doesn't even know. When asked
about the symbolism behind the song The Submarine, Ringo
Starr replied, -there was none, we wrote that song for children."

What we must (10 is listen to what our students are saving. The
play The Me N'ohody Knows offers an exec opportunity for insights
into how our children feel about life in urban America. This writer
has used the song -How I Feel- (from the above play) to demonstrate
to teachets how sometimes it's actually difficult for children to, convey
their feelings. Also, graduate students as well as undergraduates delight
in sharing their dreams about what they would do "If I Had A Million
Dollars."

Mary Haves Weiks' The juzz Man is an excellent story to be read
to students at all levels. Although not to be used as a sociological treatise
of urban life in a black community, it certainly has a place in any literature
program.

Virginia Olsen Baron's Her? I Am, a compilation of poems by young
blacks, Puerto Ricans, Indians, Eskimos, Americans, Cubans, Japanese,
and Chinese is also excellent in reporting on the variety of emotions
and feelings of our young. Conceived and created "so that some young
Americans could speak out for themselves and for their brothers and sis-
ters of all minority groups across the country.- If you do not know them,
read this anthology and listen to them.

Each teacher has his own special list of books, poems, plays, etc.,
that he cherishes and has found to be equally effective with his students.

Why with the abundance of literature available, is it reported that
"clearly reliance on single texts, either language or literature, for all
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students in a class remains characteristic of much instruction in
English..."? (Squire and Applebee, 1968, p..47)

One obvious answer is that the schools are "up-tight" about what
books their students read. In the not so distant past, this "up-tightness"
was manifested in the banning, of hooks such as Sa linger's Coicher in
the /tile. "Today the authors and titles have just changed., they read llesse's
Stemwar() Camos' The Stranger, linhi»'s Do It, Cleaver's Soul

Ire, The Autobiography of .1Ialeoba X, or the poetry of Langston
Hughes.

In some cases it isn't even a book but all idea or a slogan. For
example. one first grade teacher in Putnam County, New York, has come
under considerable attack for displaying the poster, "War is not healthy
for children and other living things." "We don't want our children taught
about things that. would frighten them, such as the race issue, pollution,
war or sex..." (Sheehy, 1971) Apparently teaching about peace is even
taboo in certain communities, commented one hoard of education
Member.

At the same time the students in many of our schools are calling
for an end to the sterilized curriculum offerings with their prescribed
reading lists. Many a concerned teacher is caught between the commun-
ity's call for accountability (i.e., how can results be measured), and the
students' demands for relevancy (many outcomes which cannot be
measured).

A concluding word about teachers and the teaching of language
is in order. It is thiS writer's opinion that teachers of our language (reading,
English, literature), need to approach the task in a new and different
way'. What is called for is a combination socio-anthropological approach
to teaching language in our schools.

Teachers could have their students conduct action research studies
in the community to discover the origins and differences in vocabulary
usages. In this way students would not only learn the variety of meanings
in words, but could also get some insights into the sociological and
linguistic forces \vhich led Ossie Davis (1969) to conclude that "The
English Language Is MN. Enemy," Roger Shuy's Discovering American
Dialects (NCTE) is highly recommended to all teachers of our language.

Finally, if reading materials are to achieve some instructional objec-
tive then teachers need to become aware of the basic principles fiir
selections. Goodman and others in Choosing .1h/ter/Ws to Teach Reading
have presented a comprehensive discussion on the psychological,
sociological, educational, linguistic and literary principles to consider
when selecting materials. Although all of these criteria need not he
used for each selection, the awareness of them will make teachers con-
scious of the reasons they've chosen material to place in the students'
perceptual. affective and cognitive environments.
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Let us have no more national surveys of what students (If) and do
not like to relic!, and them in the tradition of the Past violate those interests
in our selection of literature fUr them.
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THE VICTORIAN NOVEL
JOAN COHEN

Any course in the Victorian novel is first of all a course in the novel
and its formal, philosophical, historical and social bases. As a result,
such a course must, of necessity, indicate an awareness of historical-
sociological, psychological, and formal kinds of criticism as "handles"
for discussing and teaching the novels. I should like to outliae for the
teacher-critic a number of possible organizations for such a course with
the single stricture that the books to he taught be currently available
in paperback editions.'

The usual starting point fir all such courses is chronology. The
teacher can simply select one or more novels by each of several well -
known authors and teach them in order of publication. To support,
through this selection, stylistic evolution, is more difficult since the novel
in the nineteenth century cannot be shown to "develop" along any
specific lines. Only an analysis which would take into consideration
novels of the eighteenth century, such as those by Fielding and Richard-
son, or which would deal with the twentieth century works of D. H.
Lawrence and James Joyce as responses to the fiction of the Victorians
could hope to say something true about the progressive development
of the form. After all, such very different novelists as Thackeniy, Dickens
and George Eliot are all writing at approximately the same time.
Chronology, then, is suit especially helpful as more than a most basic
guide to course organization.

One type of organization for the Victorian novel is that which bases
its discussion upon sociology. It presumes, through course titles such
as "The Novel and Society" or "The Novel in Victorian England" to
consider the inter-penetration of the work and its time, the relationship
between the individual and his social matrix, and, by implication, the
similarities and dissimilarities between that period and the present. To
teach such a course one might consider such themes as the -new"
materialism, the rise of the middle class, the effects of industrialism,
the decline of an agricultural society, the conflict between old and new
values, and the status of the poor, the working classes and women.

Among the books which deal with such themes are: Dickens' hard
Times, Bleak Howse, Little Diwrit. and Oliver Twist. Just about any
novel by Dickens will focus upon the evils of institutionsprisons,
schools, lawsand his response to the new industrial society. It will
he seen that Dickens' anger and pity is different from George Eliot's.
Although Eliot's is perhaps a more objective view of institutions and

"Appended to this essay is a %(./ecte(/ list ()(editions of the novels nantioned. alphabetically
by author. Also included is a brief list of important studies of the novel available in
paperback.
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men. Lacking the reforming passion of Dickens, her response to change,
in Middicinarch, is to depict the Victorian rural community as a symbiotic
Organism maintained by the necessary inter-connection of its members.
In the earlier Adam Beth% however, she seemses to write out of a pastoral-
ism which ignores the difficulties of the pre sent. NIrs. Gaskell's Mary
Barren, like Dickens' Hord Times, focuses upon the new industrialism.
She reports upon the industrial shuns of Manchester but her response
is more traditional than Dickens. Later, nuns Hardy'sjude tlw Obscure
shows how society conspires with fate to destroy men's aspirations, limit
his sexual freedoms and make his world ugly. I). H. Lawrence, from
the standpoint of the twentieth century, begins to discuss much more
openly the Victorian period in which he begins life. In The Rainbow
and Wonn.n in Lore he is concerned with, among other things, the ugli-
ness of industrialism and the change from a pastoral to an industrial
economy and the effect such a change has upon his sensitive characters,
particularly upon his fen tale characters,

The Victorian attitude toward women as revealed in the novel is
another area of interest to the sociological critic which has been revived
by the concern with women's roles and rights at the present time. A
course which deals with the subject of the ''woman problem'' (as it
was called even in the Victorian era) might relate the status of real
%%Inen, to the creation of fictional female characters by male and female
authors, and the underlying assumptions of such characterizations. A
starting point fin' such a discussion might be the frequently made com-
ment that the novel of the period depicts only three kinds of female
charactersthe angel-wife-mother or daughter, the -fallen- woman, and
the female outlaw who by choice or accident has been separated from
her natural social group.

The dichotomy between the perfect woman and the outlaw and
fallen woman as evidenced in novel after novel is a reflection of the
ambivalent attitude of the Victorian world toward aggressive, self-reliant
females toward the -sins" of adultery and unlawful copulation; and
toward Woman's roles as mother and seductress, Mary and Eve. Lengthy
dissertations have been written on the fallen woman, revealing that Dic-
kens as well as many other writers of the period, were preoccupied
with the circumstances of her fall and the nature of her regenerate or
unregenerate end. You can trace her i.rogress in Scott's The heart of
Midlothian, in Dickens' Doric/ Copper!iN, in Bleak House, in George
Eliot's Mill on the Floss, in Hardy's Tess of the D'Urbercille, and even
inure evidently in the lesser fictions of' the era. The outlaw figure is rep-
resented by Becky Sharp in Thackeray's Vanity Fair (the locus elassicas
for the vigorous, exciting, unvirtuous heroine); Miss Wade in Dickens'
Little Dorrit; and Lizzie Eustace in Trollope's The astaec Diamonds.
(For her male counterpart consider the morally-complex Jim in Joseph
Conrad's Lord Jim .)
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The Good Woman and the ffad Woman, Esther Summerson in Bleak
Haase and Elegy Sorel in Mr Mil/ on du, Floss, both reflect the Victorian
ideal of love in marriage or in family as the only perfect love, non-violent,
non-sexual. An alternative tradition, however, provides some middle
ground (as Dickens never does) between the angel woman and the devil
in skirts. Charlotte Bronte, in hod-I./an(' Enrc and Valet te, offers examples
of the independent, self:supporting, thinking and feeling woman;
Anthony Tro Hope's heroines are all possessed of spirit and intelligence;
George Meredith, in The preaches that woman has a brain and
ought to use it to make choices about her own life; George Nloore, in
Esther It 'niers, depicts a heroine who has had an illegitimate child but
raises him, loves him, and is worthy of having him; George Eliot, in
AM/db./tun-eh laments, in thoroughly "modern- terms, the lack of oppor-
tunity fOr her heroine to find a vocation in a world dominated by men.

The study of individual female characters and of attitudes toward
character, the analysis of woman's psyche and resultant behavior, can
provide insight into certain of the stereotypes of women entrenched
in fiction and life since the nineteenth century. Victorian fiction which
is the repository of the myth of woman and its means of continued prop-
agation, can also be its own corrective. Using the novel to say something
about the position of women can give a more general insight into woman's
(and man's) relationship with society during different historical epochs
and explain something about woman's status today.

That there is a certain speciousness in using single novels as "facts"
for social history, however, can be suggested by including within a
sociologically based course any two novels which both purport to
"describe" Victorian life but which present antithetical views of that
life, For example, Anthony Trollope's Barchesler Towers, provides an
accurate transcription of Victorian middle class manners and morals.
Barchesler Towers shows how people did live. Samuel Butler's Me
Way of All Flrsh also describes the way men live, and, according to
Arnold Kettle, it "tells more of the truth about the Victorian age than
any other novel of the century excepting Dickens' books and Wallwring
Ileighls..'2 It however, does more than describe. it condemns. It attacks
Victorian morality, Victorian religion and Victorian education. Both
novels tell us about the world and the period, but tell it from different
points of view. A distinction must be made, then, among novels based
upon whether they seem to describe their society or to criticize it, whether
they recognize and desire that the reader become aware of specifically
Victorian problems and issues and possibly seek to put forth solutions
to these, or whether they wish to view the Victorian experience in some
less critical context. In spite of these complexities and possible dif-
ficulties, the so-called "sociological approach" gives form to a course

2Arnold Kettle, An introthictims to the English Nore/ II (N.Y.: Harper & Row), P. 40,
1961.
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winch deals in a number of salient ways with the novel in its own time,
while suggesting how the present age is a product of or even a simple
repetition of the past. Such comparisons can illuminate the relationship
between the individual and society in all eras.

Despite the validity of the sociological approach and what it can
reveal to the critic or reader about life beyond the novel, it leave:: out
much of what makes the novels interesting to those unconcerned lyith
man primarily in his social relationships. The modern reader, educated
to think in terms of' a character's personal self, in terms of' how the
subconscious operates, will want to discuss the novels from the point
of view of the psychology of their characters, and the meaning of their
actions in Freudian terms for what that can tell him about how the
human psyche works and what the author consciously or unconsciously
reveals. This pioneered by such critics of the Victorian novel as J. Hillis
Miller and Steven Marcus and Morse Peckham, focus upon how well
the author understands the workings of the human mind as evidenced
by the development of character, or it may look in the novel for patterns
of human behavior as they have been described by Freud and his disci-
ples.

The psychological approach teaches Charlotte Bronte's Jane Enre
and Villette as frank studies in the passions of the isolated human psyche
(and the blinding of Rochester in Jane Eyre as the subconscious desire
of Jane/Charlotte to castrate and dominate the male); Wnlhering
as an unconscious wish for male sexual victory as represented by
Heathcliff's continued breaking down of doors behind which a fearful
but desiring Cathy waits; Dickens' Wirer Ticist and David Coppetfich/
and Great Expectations as the search for the lost or missing father; and
Jude the Obscure as a study in female repressions evidenced by Sue
Brideshead's distaste for sex. By the twentieth century, however, as Freu-
dian ideas become popularly disseminated, novelists appear to employ
them more consciously. D. H. Lawrence's classic study. of Paul Morel's
Oedipus complex in Sons and Lovers.. and of female sexuality in its
many aspects, in Women in Love and The Rainbow, and Joyce's habitation
of the minds and psyches of Bloom and Molly and Stephen with their
sexual fantasies in all their psychological complexity in U/ysses make
it evident that the psychological approach to the novel is not only valid
but essential to the comprehension of the works and their meanings.

In sociological and psychological criticism the emphasis is upon
the minds of the characters and the author, and upon the relationships
among characters as these reflect relationships in the "real" world. Both
kinds of criticism make the assumption that the work of art is connected
to life and must be discussed with the world as its reference point.
Formal analysis, on the other hand, (also called "new critical") tends
not to concern itself' with the question of the novel's connection with
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"life." Instead, it sees each work as an "artifact" and asks ''how is it
made?" and ''to what end?"

Form itself is an ambiguous term which I take to mean how the
novel is organized, how it is put together, how it is unified and controlled
by the author, what his point of view is, and to what end he is influencing
the reader. The formal approach is both separatist and inclusivist. It
asks, "how is each novel like all novels?" As a result, a course organized
along the lines of the formalist approach will probably deal with novels
One at a time, rather than as they reveal universal ways of organizing,
and responding to experience.

A discussion of form might begin with "plot" which may be described
as the simple arrangement of events in the narrative or, in a more inclusive
sense as the various kinds of movements of action, sense, the interpreta-
tion of character, event, purpose, and even metaphor and symbol which
makes each novel's plot unique, and not simply the evocation of an
archetypal action or the legacy from plots of Greek tragedy, Greek
romance, and Old and New Comedy. In these terms it may be helpfUl
to organize a course in the Victorian novel, first of all, around the concept
of ''panoramic plot- because in the nineteenth century there are
triumphant attempts to write (and I believe to unify) vast works with
numerous plots and subplots, with a multitude of primary and secondary
characters. Such a course might consider how the plots of these large
works are really organized; Scott's Old Atonality could be treated, then,
as a novel whose parts are tied together in subtle ways within a framework
of past history in a context of present knowledge; Vanity Fair as a double
plot organized around the see-saw motion of the rise of Becky Sharp
and the fall of Amelia Sedley alternately (and the meaning of this pattern),
and also, as the development of the novel of society in flux; the novel,
as he called it, "without a hero," Dickens' Bleak IliniNe could be taught
as a multiple plot novel built around the idea and the action of-discovery"
which is complemented by its detective story plot pattern, but also as
a novel in which characters continually connect and disconnect, move
in and out of its shadowy fog-bound world. The "fog," Chancery court,
flight, and death provide imagery connections which work along with
the plot. Still another so-called ''panoramic novel" is Middhaarch. Here
there are several plot strands. Also, Dorothea's and Lydgate's plots are
linked by each one's discovery of the limitations of his world upon human
aspiration. Their plots, and the plots of other characters are further held
together by the enforced interaction of all characters in the small space
of the community which binds all together and creates its own moral
force which works against the moral three of the principal characters.
The author links the plots with her moral interpretation of the action.
In Orley Farm, by Trollope, there are two plots, also, and multiple charac-
ters. The two plots comment upon each other by providing a "mythic"
or traditional New Comedy love plot with a happy ending which is
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Pitted against a principal plot in which the chief character moves toward
her tragic but essentially unheroic end. The double plot and the panorama
of society are used for ends different from those in either Vanity Fair
or Bleak House, for example. In Tro !lope's Barchester Towers, on the
other hand, the panoramic plot plays clown drama and romance to concern
itself with the revelation of characters and their moralities in a carefully
and comically delineated society. Arnold Bennett's 01d NVives. Tale,
one of the last of the large, panoramic novels solidly in this Victorian
tradition, has a simple structure, often termed "chronicle" for it tells
the stories, separate and together of two sisters and their lives from
childhood through death. Thus it requires no complex organization on
the scale of Dickens' Bleak House, or Scott's Old Mortality. A final
example of panorama which is not Victorian is Joyce's Lf/ysse.s. Here,
although the Y.-hole of Dublin, and possibly, by implication, the entire
world is microcosm, is revealed, and although there are numerous charac-
ters who connect and disconnect, instead of the multiple plot, one finds
artful plotlessness, the "chroncile" again, a lifetime suggested by the
time structure of the "clay" itself. The novel's form is a unique adaptation
of the panorama while it appears to disclaim such parentage absolutely,
but its action is far different from that of the tightly plotted Bleak House.

III contrast, the so-called "dramatic plot," in Edwin Muir's terms,
contains just a few characters who are involved in a tightly contained
action, and is very different in forrn from the panoramic novel. A course
organized around fimu in general, and plot in particular might discuss
some of the following dramatic or directly focused works: Emma or
Pride and Prejudice or Mansfield Park by Jane Austen; Wu thering
Heights by Emily Bronte; Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte; Hard Times
or Great Expectations by Dickens; The Egoist by George Meredith;
The Mayor of Casterbidge by Hardy; Lord Jim by Conrad; Women
in Lace by Lawrence. I spoke earlier about the importance of unifying
metaphor and symbol as an element of new critical analysis. A course
which sought to talk in formal terms about this relationship of plot and
symbol might deal with the fire in Hard Times, the river in Mill on
the Floss, and Our Mutal Friend, the fog in Bleak House, the prison
house in bide Dorrit, the sea in Lord Jim or The Secret-Sharer and
the jungle in Heart of Darkness, the horses and the light in The Rainbow.
These are just a few of the many novels which may be dealt with in
symbolic and at the same time formal terms, in terms of structure inter-
penetrated with meaning. Still another refinement of such an approach
to form can lead to an examination of the texture of language in the
novel.

Form, on the other hand, as some critics have maintained, is not
plot or language or symbol so much as it is the relationship of the point
of view to the subject matter, the connection between narrator and nar-
rative, and, as a result, between narrator and audience. The question
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of point of view in general can be taken up by examining the employment
of different kinds of narrators and resultant varying points of view. Thus,
it can be said that Emma is told through the consciousness of a judging
third person who gives the appearance of' objectivity but is sympathetic
to and actually makes the reader sympathetic to but discriminating about
the heroine's actions. Grea E Xper ons shows Pip, grown up, viewing,
in the first person, his own earlier misconceptions. Wuthering l!eights
has two narrators external to the action--one close to it, the family retainer
Nelly Dean, and one a stranger from the city, Lockwood--who cannot
understand the main narrative as it is revealed to him through Nelly
and through his own observation, Point of view causes a refraction of
the highly romantic narrative through a pragmatic and a ''cool" narrator.
Bleak noose tries to gain a double perspective through a combination
of first person narration and third person omniscient. Vanity Fair has
an intrusive author who makes ironic comments about all his actors
but does not seem to tell the audience what he thinks about the worth
of each of these characters or how properly to evaluate them. Mid-
dlemarch's narrator asks the reader to assent to a fair-minded, in/eller/mil
assessment of the heroine and her world by a philosophical intrusive
author. Lord Jim and Wail of Darkness. take moral questions, questions
of moral choice and their psychological ramifications and pass them
through the mind of Marlow, who, even more than Jim, "learns" from
the experience of the narrative. It is evident, then, that point of view
is connected, in the novel, with moral evaluation and both of these
become elements of the novel's "form" or pattern. For, as Wayne Booth
says, "when human actions are formed to make an art work, the form
that is made can never be divorced from the human meanings, including
the moral judgments that are always implicit when human beings act."3
In the twentieth century novel, as represented particularly by Joyce's
Ulysses. however, the theme of moral choice becomes less important,
and the narrator is replaced by a series of conscionsnesses, the "selves"
of Bloom and Molly and Stephen and numerous impersonal voices who
narrate their separate views of events.

Still one more way to talk about novels in terms of -form" is to
discuss them as kinds of fimus or combinations of forms or genres, as,
for example, autobiographical narratives: Doric/ Copperfiek/ or Greg!
Experhaimis; or as fairytales or romances: Ivanhoe, Oliver Twist, jam'
Eyre. Wu I he ring Heights, George Eliot's Ramola; or as different species
of comedy, Pickwick Papers, Vanity Fair, Barchester Towers,
dle march, The Egoist and Ulysses. This leads the critic almost inevitably
into definitions of comedy and tragedy, of fairytale and realism, key
questions which can neither be ignored nor fully answered, and which
suggest that -form- is a very complex issue indeed and that most courses

3Wayrie Rooth, The Rlu of Fiction (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) P. 397,
1961.
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on the novel will deal with it in one way or another, in its aspects
of plot, of technique, of image patterns, of point of view and/or of genres
or modes.

In summary, it can be seen that there is no one "best'' approach
to organizing and teaching the Victorian and early twentieth century
Eng novel, that only a syncretism which focuses upon each work
in as many ways as possible in order to get at its essence, which tries
to deal with a number of fine works by respected authors, which talks
in terms of the theme of each, the contents of each, the form of each,
the psychology of the characters of each and the world of each, can
begin to do justice to each work. Using many approaches in order to
teach the best novels or using a different approach for each one serves
to "create" the novels anew for teacher and student each time they
are taught in a different way.
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